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Preface and introduction by the Minister of Education, Professor Kader Asmal



The last decade of the 20° century in South Africa, as we noted in the Implementation Programme for Tirisane

7O01/2, wil always be associated with the country’s first national democratic elections, In Aorii 1994, centuries

of struggle against colonial and apartheid ride culminated in a peaceful transition to democracy. Fear was
replaced by nope, repression by democratic freedom, exclusion and division oy the possibilities of inclusiveness

and unity, A massive national project to take down the scaffolding of apartheid and replace it with a system

that promised well being, respect, and expression for all South Africans began. The project challenged us to
rethink every aspect of our nation, from concepts of democracy, justice and prosperity, to the Constitution and

ts expression in oclicies, law and management. It challenged us nationally and personally to reconstruct our

basic understanding of what it means to be South African.

The profound changes taking olace globally during this same period framed our national project. As a nation,

we took a conscious decision to understand the emerging form and function of giobalisation, and locate our

country as a competitive economy within this context. At a time when many observers were proclaiming the

end of the nation state, we embarked upon a oroject that strongly asserts the responsibility of the government,

in partnership with civii society, to develop 4; framework and environment for the emergence of a new national

character. At a time of ‘global hamogenisation’ we committed ourselves to reclaiming our history and culture as

the solid foundation for building a sense of meaning and vision for our oeaple, We have sought to understand

our specific Geographic, econornic, and cultural placement as a nation in Southern africa, on the African
continent, and within the ‘south’, in a global worid where cower and wealth are unequally distributed,

This report reviews and assesses educational transformation in South Africa since the 1994 elections.

Educational reform has been a central part of the country’s reconstruction and development project. It has been
driven by two imperatives. First, the government had to overcome the devastation of apartheid, and provide a

system of education that builds democracy, human dignity, equality and social justice. Second, a system of
lifelong jearning nad to be established to enable South Africans to respond to the enormous economic and

social challenges of the 21° century. This paper outlines the government's efforts to address and reconcile

these two imperatives in the first seven years of post-apartheid rule.

Section 2 of the paper reviews the key shifts in policy and practice in the last seven years. The first penoad of

education reform had as its central task replacing minority rule, baikanised, racially resourced organisations,
institutions and governance, with a demacratic order marked by non-racialism and non-sexism. We sought to

establish visionary policies, new organisations, institutions, governance structures, and resourcing patterns,

supported by @ sound fegislation. The second period deepened systemic reform through the 7irtsane

programme, where key policy goals, undergirded by sets of targeted and prioritised interventions, aimed for

Stronger accountability for performance and delivery across the system. The third phase, having met some of

the key challenges of systemic reform, is now focused on creating greater equity and quality of learning

conditions, and imoroving standards and learner outcomes. A key feature of this chase is the deepening reform

of institutional processes in all sectors,

Section 3 highlights the key pillars of systemic transformation - the establishment ofinter-governmental forums

and co-operative governance, and resource allocation. Section 4 oresents our progress in transforming learning

and teaching, through principles of lifelong learning, the Natianal Qualifications Framework (NQF), curriculum

transformation, values in education and systemic quality.

Section 5 averviews innovation and change in our higher education system and reviews the policy goals we had

outhned for ourselves in Education White Paper 3 and the legislative and regulatory framework we created

through the Higher Education Act in the first period. It then looks at the subsequent period of developing the
plans for higher education restructuring which are now outlined in the National Plan for Higher Education.



Section 6 outlines the newly launched Human Resource Development Strateay for South Africa, a collaborative

effort between the Departments of Education and Labour.

Section 7 takes up issues of HIV/AIDS and education. South Africa's reconstruction and development greatly

depends on our determination and creativity in addressing the HIV/AIDS pandemic. The challenges are

daunting, and the gavernment is committed to respanding to them in holistic and effective ways. Qur concern

must be for South Africans who are infected ard, at the same time, for all of those who are affected by the

disease, Responding to the HIV/AIDS pandemic will continue to be @ priority for government, and the education
sector in particular,

Central to cur framing of policies is our belef that high quality education cannot be built by government alone:

it depends on creative and dynamic partnerships bebween the public sector, civil society and external partners.

Section 8 reports on these evolving partnerships.

In the final section, the report reflects on the challenges ahead. While addressing the challenges and

opportunities of the 2isk century, we affirm our commitment to overcoming problems from our past - for many

af the challenges facing South Africa in the future are rooted in our past. It is absolutely vital that we:

Continue our efforts to bulid a public service characterised by quality, accountability, transparency and

efficiency.

Continue to fight racism, reclaim our identity and reduce inequalities.

Maximise effectiveness in our investments in education, while remaining within oudgetary affordability.

Continue to seek innovative partnershins with civil society, and buld a dedicated community af

educators,

Continue bullding the basic quality of general, further, and higher educational systems.

Within this campiex of activity, the ukimate goals must remain in clear focus: ensuring that South Africans

have the knowledge, values and skills required to faciltate social and personal development and economic

growth, strengthening our democracy, our peaple and our nation. During the last seven years we took the

first steps along this road, and we are now even more prepared than before to continue our march towards

these goals,

Professor Kader Asma

Minister of Education



1. Education change and transformation: key strategic shifts 1994-2001

The demise of apartheid in 1994 was heralded nationally and internationally as a victory for democracy and

humanrights. It offered unique opportunities — and responsibilities — to reconstruct a fragmented and

deeply discriminatory education system, and establish a unified national system underpinned by democracy,

equity, redress, transparency and participation. This social reconstruction had to be linked to economic

development in the context of global economies and internationalisation. The dual goals are captured in the

mission statement of the Department of Education:

"Our vision is of a South Africa in which all people have equal access to lifelong education and

training opportunities which will contribute towards improving the quality oflife and build a peaceful,

prosperous and democratic society.”(DoE 1996)

For us, therefore, education is pivotal to economic prosperity, assisting South Africans — personally and

collectively — to escape the “poverty trap” characterising many of our communities. It has also to reach

beyond economic goals, enabling South Africans to improve the quality of their lives and contribute to a

peaceful, concerned and democratic nation. And, education is now a basic human right, established in the

Constitution (Section 29, 1996): “everyone hasthe right to basic education, including adult basic education”

without discrimination of any sort.

In the first phase of education reform, the government placed much emphasis on developing legal and

regulatory policy frameworks to facilitate change, including the establishment of organisations and

institutions that created the conditions and structures for effective transformative actions.

Transforming the system during thefirst period: creating the framework (1994 — 1997)

During this period, the Ministry of Education confronted three inter-related tasks: dismantling apartheid

structures and creating a unified education system, creating a more equitable system of financing in a

context of huge demands on our limited financial resources, and creating a policy framework which gave

concrete expression to the values that underpinned the post-apartheid state.

1. Dismantling apartheid structures

The first five years of educational reconstruction focused on systemic reform geared to dismantling
apartheid-created structures and procedures. Organisationally, this involved integrating formerly divided

bureaucracies and transferring institutions, staff, offices, records, assets and more than ten million learners

and teachers into a new system, without a breakdownin service delivery. The establishment of one national

and nine provincial education departments, all new, was achieved mainly by new andold professional public

servants, under the guidance of the Council of Education Ministers. The enormity of the task must not be



underestimated. Provincial departments of education are much larger and more complex than the national

department, and faced acute problems in their inherited organisational structures. A unified system had to
be created acrass diverse racial and economic conditions, and large geographic areas, in a short space of

time. The new Ministry had te undo more than 40 years of formal apartheid education structures and

procedures in a matter of a few years. This was an important pre-condition for policy develooment and new

and more effective modes of educational provision.

The Ministry had also to pay important attention to its own nature and role. Organisational cultures from

nineteen racially and ethnically divided departments had to be blended and reshaped, to define and meet

common Goals. New civil servants and those whoo had been part of the old order had te come together to
mould a public service with a new working culture,

Systems and procedures also had to be changed to improve performance and outcomes, teamwork arid

customer-focused service in the spirit of Batho-Pele, a strateqy aimed to improve Human capacity at
different systemic levels. The Ministry established the Education Departments Support Unit CEDSU) within

the national department, folowing on the Ncholo Provincial Review report in 1996, The EDSU was funded by
the Policy Reserve Fund (PRF}, a conditional grant mechanism for strengthening management and

enhancing quality in provincial systerns. We initiated the District Develoament Project to develop new

organisational models and te improve administrative and professional services at the district level, where the

education systern interfaces directly with learning sites. The Education Management and Governance
Development (EMGD) programme created an inter-provincial network to effect staff and governance

development programmes.

In these ways, the Ministry sought to create a quality, efficient, accountable and effective public service.

This work is far from complete: it is not only about bringing people into a unified system, but also about the

develooment cf a shared vision, new values and attitudes, and the creation of capacity and an ethos that

can drive achievement of organisational goals.

&. An equity-driven financing macel of education

During this period, the Ministry established a more equitable basis for the financing of education (in

particular, the extent and distribution of resaurces}. In terms of the wider movement away fram racial
inequality, spending patterns were reoriented towards one budget, allocated on the basis of racial equily,

and towards redress through funds made available from the Reconstruction and Development Programme.

Primary school nutrition and school renovation projects were key programmes of the Recanstruction and

Development Programme (1995-1997), reflecting the Ministry’s resolve to target social developrnent.

Significant and detailed attention was paid te strengthening and streamlining provincial budgeting orocesses,
reforming the oudgel process through the Medium Term Expenditure Framework (MTEP} of 1997, and

establishing budgets that involved greater participation and realism. Key aspects were the provision of

greater technical support to provinces fram the national sphere, and the establishment of a budget based on

greater institutional co-ordination rather than legislative prescristion. Addressing the deep-rooted systemic

and structural inequalities inherited from apartheid, and establishing a coherent redress and poverty

targeting strategy continue to be an enormous challenge. Significant progress nas been made, details of
which are provided in Section 3, on budgetary frameworks and redress.



3. A policy framework for educational transformation

The energies of the Ministry of Education during the first period of democratic rule were applied to creating

a sound legislative policy framework for educational transformation. Key policies and legislation in this phase
included:

The SA Constitution (1996) required that education be transformed and democratised in accordance
with the values of human dignity, equality, human rights and freedom, non-racism and non-sexism. It

guarantees access to a basic education for all through the provision that ‘everyone has the right to basic
education, including adult basic education,’ The fundamental policy framework of the Ministry of

Education, set out in the Ministry’s first White Paper, Education and Training in a Democratic South

Africa: First Steps to Develop a New System (February, 1995). This document took as its starting point

the 1994 education policy framework of the African National Congress. After extensive consultation,

negotiation and revision, it was approved by the Cabinet and has served as the principal reference point
for subsequentpolicy and legislative development.

The National Education Policy Act (NEPA) (1996), designed to inscribe in law the policy, legislative and

monitoring responsibilities of the Minister of Education and to formalise the relations between national

and provincial authorities. It established the Council of Education Ministers (CEM) and Heads of
Education Departments Committee (HEDCOM) as inter-governmental forums to collaborate in building

the new system, and provides for the determination of national policies in general and further education

and training for among others, curriculum, assessment, language policy and quality assurance. NEPA

embodies the principle of co-operative governance, elaborated in Schedule Three of the Constitution.

The South African Schools Act (SASA) (1996), to promote access, quality and democratic governance

in the schooling system. It ensures that all learners have the right of access to quality education

without discrimination, and makes schooling compulsory for children aged 7 to 14. It provides for two

types of schools — independent schools and public schools. The Act’s provision for democratic school

governance through school governing bodies is now in place in public schools countrywide. The school
funding norms outlined in SASA prioritise redress and target poverty in funding allocations to the public

schooling system.

The Further Education and Training Act (1998), Education White Paper 4 on Further Education and

Training (1998) and the National Strategy for Further Education and Training (1999-2001), which

provides the basis for developing a nationally co-ordinated further education and training system,

comprising of the senior secondary component of schooling and technical colleges. It requires that

further education and training institutions, created in terms of the new legislation, develop institutional
plans, and provides for programmes-based funding and a national curriculum for learning and teaching.

The Higher Education Act (1997), which makes provision for a unified and nationally planned system

of higher education and creates a statutory Council on Higher Education (CHE) which provides advice to

the Minister and is responsible for quality assurance and promotion. The Higher Education Act and

Education White Paper 3 on Higher Education (1999) formed the basis for the transformation of the
higher education sector through an institutional planning and budgeting framework. This culminated in

the National Plan for Higher Education in 2001.

A range of legislation, including the Employment of Educators Act (1998), to regulate the

professional, moral and ethical responsibilities and competencies of teachers. The historically divided

teaching force is now governed by one Act of Parliament and one professional council — the South
African Council of Educators (SACE).

The Adult Basic Education and Training Act (2000), which provides for the establishment of public
and private adult learning centres, funding for ABET provisioning, the governance of public centres, and

quality assurance mechanismsfor the sector.



The South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA) Act C1995) that provides for the creation of the

National Qualifications Framework (NOF}, which establishes the scaffolding of a national learning system

that integrates education and training at all levels (see Appendix}. The NQF was an essential expression

anid Guarantor of a national learning system where education and training are equally important and
complementary facets of human competence. The joint launch on 23 April, 2001, by the Minister of

Labour and the Minister of Education of the Human Resource Development Strategy reinforces the
resolve to establish an integrated education, training and development strategy that will harness the

potential of our young and adult learners.

Curriculum 2005 (C2005), which envisaged for general education a move away from a racist,
apartheid, rate iearning model of learning and teaching to a berating, nation-building and learner

centred outcomes-based one. In line with training strategies, the re-formulation is intended to allow
greater mobiity bebween different levels and institutional sites, and the integration of knowledge and

Skills through “learning pathways’. Tks assessment, qualifications, competency, and skills-based

framework encourages the development of curriculum models aligned to the NQF in theory and practice.

Policy and iegisiation acted as levers for fundamental change in the first three years, as the indicators belaw

Hlustrate:

Access tO primary and secondary schooling improved significantly, with near universal enroiment in

primary schooling and 86% enrolment in secondary schooling by 1996. The net enrciment in secondary

schools continues to be a concern.

There was a considerable improvement in the qualifications of educators, with the proportion of

under-qualified educators reduced from 36% in 1994 to 26%in 1998.

Educators have been redistributed, through redeployment and past previsianing strategies, to areas

of greatest need. This has led to vask improvements in establishing more equitable learner:educator
ratios, from an average of 47:4 in 1994 to 35:1 in 2000.

Per capita expenditure on learners showed significant convergence across provinces, and an overall

increase fram RZ 222 in 1994 to RS 253 in 2000.

Improvements in inter-provincial equity have been achieved utilising the inter-governmentai fiscal

framework and the Equitable Shares Formula. Expenditure in the Eastern Canoe and Northern Pravince —

two of the poorest provinces - improved in 1997/98 oy 49%and 36.9%respectively.

Through the Reconstruction and Develooment Programme, RI4 bHlion was allocated for schoo!

construction and maintenance between 1995-1997. Much progress was made in schoo! electrification,

and increased water suooly to schaols.

The first five years of democratic goverament witnessed significant reform in education - establishing

democratic governance and democratising relations within and outside of the state, establishing sound
systems at national and porovincial levels to manage reform, review and strengthen resaurce allocation on

the basis of redress and equity, take the discourse of ecucation policy and reform inte the oublic arena for
debate and discussion, and transform learning by offering a curriculum that would shape future possibilities

for education and training for the nation.

At the same time, important challenges were featuring on the agenda about the appropriate level for the

Financing of education, the impact of the macro-econamic and fiscal policy on educational pravisian, the

extent of state intervention required in educational change, the veracity of the vision of education anc



training offered through the NOF and Curriculum 2005, and the capacity for implementation throughout the

system,

Transforming the system during the second period (1998-2000): from frameworks to action

By 1999, systemic transformation in terms of policy was in place, but the challenges of implementation

remained, a5 mandated policy by itself does not lead to institutional change. With new systerns of

educational administration and governance largely established, we turned attention to implementation and
delivery. Several related elements needed to be examined:

The social mandate of schooling — providing an education that contributed to learners’ personal and
social develogment — and the need to strengthen community and civd society participation in schacling

were pressing issues. Racism, violence and other manifestations of anti-social values were deeply rooted

In our history and would not diminish without direct attention.

A figh turnover of personnel, particularly senior leadership, carried severe consequences. Equally

pertinent were the highly variable capacities of individuals and teams at all levels of the system. The
problem oresented itself in twe forms - the need for skilled and capable personnel, and the entrenched

bureaucratic and hierarchical management practices inherited from apartheid traditions. These continue
to he critical challenges.

Impravements in the material conditions of education and the quality of education practice required

serigus attention. Large pockets of the education system continued to be non-functional. International
experience indicates that systemic functionality is critical for implementation, and even then major

pedagogical changes and improvements in a national system may take a decade oar more ta
institutionalise, & clearly defined yet flexiple imolementation strategy was required.

Disparity in incomes and high poverty levels continued to frame the reform agenda. The sicowdownin

the South African economy during the mid- 1990s fed to downward adjustments in expected growth, The
lawer growth rate projected by the November 1996 Medium Term Budget Policy Statement was largely a

consequence of the global financial crisis, a slowdown in world trade, and financial disinvestment from

emerging markets. Lower growth limits the availability of funds for social scending. One of the mast

complex challenges far South Africa as an emerging market negotiating the global economy continues to
be the difficulty of the marxet to create employment, even in the context of an investor-friendiy climate.

Unemployment rates are highest amongst young people, with youth unemployment estimated at 53.9%.
Literacy and education levels remain high. The 1996 Census reveals that 19.3% of South Africans aged

20 years or more have no formal education and only 24% have some, or have completed primary

education. This scenario, if alowed to perpetuate itself, makes if difficult to avaid the social alienation of

youth.

The goals of the next phase of education reforms were set on 25 June 1999 by President Mbeki in his State

af the Nation Address to Parliament He noted the increasing urgency to groduce an educated and skilled

population. Describing education and training as the “decisive drivers” in our efforts to build a winning

nation, he also nated that it was necessary to mobilise civil society, and parents in particular. The President's

emohasis on implementation and service delivery is the overriding theme for the government for the next

five years, and one that the Education Ministry is giving priority.

In a saber assessment in 1999, the Ministry reparted that, while the systemic changes brought about in the

first five years provide a progressive and durable basis for improvements in the quality of learning,

transformed learning aoportunities were nat yet accessible ta the majority of poor people, “Inequality is stil



writ large in the education system, and too many families are on the receiving end of an unacceptably low
standard of education delivery” (Status Report, 1999). The Ministry responded with an intensive period of

consultation and review of the state of the education system, and reported:

"The public believes that we have a crisis on our hands. Our people have rights to education that

the state is not upholding. They have put their confidence in the democratic process, and returned
their government with an overwhelming mandate. After five years of democratic reconstruction and

development, the people are entitled to a better education service and they must have it.”(Minister
Asmal, August 1999),

The Minister acknowledged that South Africa had committed leaders and excellent policies and laws for the

21% century. At the same time, large parts of the system were seriously dysfunctional, rampant inequality

existed, teacher morale was low, governance and management were yet to strengthen, and quality and

learning outcomes were poor.

Meeting the challenge through working together: 7i/risano

Against this backdrop, Minister Asmal outlined his Call to Action in July 1999. This was operationalised in
January 2000 in a plan known as 7irisano — a Sotho word meaning ‘working together.’ The choice of this

word reflects the contention that an education system of the 21* century cannot be built by a small group of

people, or even by the government. It calls for a massive social mobilisation of parents, learners, educators,

community leaders, NGOs, the private sector and the international community, motivated by a shared vision.

Tirisano identifies nine strategic priorities as the basic building blocks to enable the developmentof a fully
functioning education and training system that will “drive South Africa into the 21% century to contribute to

the health and prosperity of the nation”. The nine priorities are outlined in Box 1, below.

Box 1: The Nine Priorities of 7/risano

 

 

1. We must make our provincial systems work by making co-operative government work.

2. We must break the backofilliteracy among adults and youthsin five years.

3. Schools must become centres of community life.

4. We must end conditions of physical degradation in South African schools.

5. We must develop the professional quality of our teaching force.

6. We must ensure the success of active learning through outcomes-based education.

7. We must create a vibrant further education and training system to equip youth and adults to

meet the social and economic needsof the 21° century.  8. We must implement a rational, seamless higher education system that grasps the intellectual
 



 

 

and professional challenges facing South Africans in the 21% century.

9. We must deal urgently and purposefully with the HIV/AIDS emergency in and through the

education and training system.

  
The nine priorities are divided into five programmeareas:

HIV/AIDS;

school effectiveness and teacher professionalism;

the fight againstilliteracy;

further education and training and higher education; and

organisational effectiveness of national and provincial systems.

Each of these core areas has a set of projects, clearly identified priorities, targets, performance indicators

and outcomes. Each area is led by a “champion” from the national department. Three gaps existed in the

initial plan: gender equity, early childhood development, and education for learners with special needs.

Initiatives are now underway in each of these areas. They include the White Paper on Early Childhood
Development, the Special Needs Education White Paper, and the Platform For Action on Gender Equity in

Education. The implementation plan will be adjusted to accommodate plans and priorities emerging from

these processes.

The second stage of 7/risano places greater emphasis on clearly defined delivery strategies. We are moving

towards greater co-ordination through more focused policy goals, systemic reform and better alignment of

national and provincial systems. Two emphases stand out. The plan prioritises the establishment and
strengthening of structures, building capacity, filling vacant positions, and improving information-gathering

systems and analysis. And it sets in place mechanisms for measuring, appraising, evaluating and monitoring

reform. The 7/risano strategy is in line with global shifts in school and educational reform which focus on

outcomes and outputs, accountability, efficiency and performance.

Particular strategies related to 7/risano include:

Public sector reforms through the Batho-Pele strategy aimed to improve service delivery and

accountability through the establishment of clear targets and performance indicators.

Reforms in the budget process and the public financial management framework through multi-year

budgeting and planning,in line with the Medium Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF). The goalis to

link plans, priorities, budgets and implementation targets with clear performance indicators against

which to monitor achievements.

Where are we now? Deepening the 7/risano (Year 2) strategy: from action to institutionalisation



Through firisane, we have achieved greater stability in the system, as evidenced by increased basic school

functionality, the ability of provincial education systems to better manage both human resources and

financial policy, and a clearer focus on delivery and implementation. Much of the specific 7irsane 2000

targeting is now complete. In 2001, we are shifting cur attention from basic functionality of the system to

institutional renewal and enablement, focused on teaching, learning and whole schoal development. These

shifts occur in the context of the government’s overall strategy shift to targeted, integrated social service

delivery and clear prioritisation. This includes targeting increased participation rates in further and higher

education, maths, science and technology, and targeting defined carmmunities as part of a government-wide

programme in defined rural and urban develooment nodes.

Analysis of achievements over the last few years reveals the need for closer attention ta communities in

particular need of development. in keeping with President Mbeki’s “Unity in Action for Change” call, our

programmes must target the poorest of the poor and focus on noda! development areas. Poverty targeting

in education resource allocation, as part of the schoal funding narms, will continue to be significant. The

second year of 7iisano focuses on institutional and spatial targeting aimed at integrating programmes in

HIV/AIDS: schacl maintenance and renewal: schoal safety; maths, science and technology; matric

improvement for those who achieved 0-30% in the Senior Certificate examination in 2000; schoul

effectiveness; values in education; provision of Learning Support Materiais: and the South African History

Project.

Meanwhile, system-level priorities continue:

To establish the assessment and administrative systems for the new general education and training

certificate at the end of general education (Grade 9),

e To lay the basis for a national early childhood development programme, with emphasis an the
receotion year.

e To implement the Higher Education Plan.

e To establish a new institutional landscape for Further Education and Training, anid

e To implement the Human Resources Strategy.

These projects have already gained support through HEDCOM and the CEM, and business plans have not

been completed, Other key areas that continue to receive priority attention are the national literacy initiative
and uparading teachers’ qualifications.

Gur education reconstruction project is far from complete. OF continuing concern are the serious pressures
on non-personnel expenditure items in provincial budgets, limitations of individual and institutional capacity

(including the ability of districts to perform their vital functions of administrative and professional support},

flow-through rates in secondary schooling, the quality of learning, and equity of learning conditions. Further,

evidence is mixed - in South Africa or internationally —- about what specific inputs are required for quality

outcomes in education. Through 7irvsano, however, we have clearly established cur own priorities.

The national project of education transformation is multifaceted and complex - requiring systemic

transformation at all levels and in all sectors. It takes account of widely disparate conditions, characterised
by differing degrees of capacity, poverty, inequality and privilege. Tt must ga beyand mechanisms of

delivery, seeking to mobilise educators, young people and communities to celebrate learning: as a

celebratian of human nature and as a means to personal and social develoornent, employment, and
opportunities for a better quailty life,



2. Innovation and change in education: laying the foundation of the post-apartheid education

and training system

The transformation of teaching and learning across the nation requires an appropriate infrastructure. This
section discusses twopillars of the system — establishing and strengthening of inter-governmental relations,

and budgetary processes. These lie at the heart of equity, participation, and the 7/risano programme, and

are important expressions of our collective commitment to education change.

2.1 Establishing the new inter-governmental systems 

Legal Framework

The Constitution (1996) provided the frameworkfor a unitary system of education, managed by the national

Department of Education and nine provincial departments. (The exception is higher education, where the
national department has sole responsibility.) The National Education Policy Act (1996) gives the Minister of

Education the powerto determine national norms and standards for educational planning, provision,

governance, monitoring and evaluation. The principle of democratic decision-making must be exercised

within the context of the overall policy goals. Consequently, provincial powers and those devolved by the

provinces to regions, district and educational institutions must align with the goals of equity, redress, quality

and democracy. In determining policy, the Minister must take into account the competence of provincial

legislatures, and the relevant provisions of any provincial law relating to education.

The principle of co-operative governance (the term used in the Constitution) underpins provisions in
education. Co-operative governance is a South African phenomenon arising from our unique political

settlement translated into the Constitution. Within an agreed national framework, provinces are given a

significant degree of autonomy in educational provision. The establishment of decentralised governance at

the provincial level has been one of the most complex areas of education transformation. Of particular

concern has been the constrained ability of provinces to apply national norms based onprinciples of equity
and redress because of organisational, financial and service delivery limitations. Since 1997 there have been

calls — not only in education but in all sectors — for national governmentto intervene in order to safeguard
the overall project of transformation. From mid-1998, the national Department of Education indicated thatit

would actively intervene to safeguard key transformation initiatives, such as Curriculum 2005 and the
provision of learning support materials. Moreover, it would review mechanisms to strengthen inter-

governmentalrelations.

The Minister’s statement of July 1999 on co-operative governance, which emphasised a greater degree of

co-ordination and direction by the national sphere, was welcomed. It gives support for systemic reform
through:

The provision of technical support.



Central funding for specific projects,

Collaboration regarding provincial budgetina.

Deployment af national officials for the ourpose of monitoring; and

Support in provinces (particularly to review the implementation of national policies and legisiation},

and greater accountability through regular reporting.

A key issue has been the establishment of appropriate capacity to “manage” the education system. The

Provincial Review Report (1996) and an Education Sector Review (i996) evaluated educational

administrative structures and, while recognising that considerable progress nad been made since 1994,

identified Serious managerial dysfunctions, poor performance and systemic inefficiencies. Mindful of the need
to develop greater capacity to realise the goal of co-operative governance, and in view of the firsane

programme, fromm October 2000 greater emphasis nas been placed on:

Immediate appointments of heads of provincial departments, where vacancies arise, given the

importance of their teadership.

Reviewing and overhauling the operation of the CEM.

Intensifying the dialogue with the Ministry of Finance with respect to adequacy of management of

provincial education budgets, in order to improve resource flows to essential areas of service provision;

and

Opening dialogue with development agencies fo acnieve additional and higher quality technical

support for key national and provincial projects.

Better information flow between the national and provincial departments, and reqular monitoring and

evaluation of provincial activities occurs through a quarterly report te the President. Capacity-building for

better information use and analysis is supoarted through a grant from the European Union.

The creation of a functional ink between rational norms and standards, on the one hard, and
imolementation (delivery) on the other is essential. Through experience, a greater maturity is developing in

the relationships between trstitutions, the national and provincial legislatures, the Members of the Provincial

Executive Councils responsible for education and the national and provincial education departments. Of

particular importance is the re-enforcement of the role in 2000/2001 of the CEM, together with the Minister

and Deputy Minister of Education, to provide critical political leadershio and direction, and the HEDCOM to

provide significant legislative and oolicy support to the Department and Ministry.

Examples of strengthening inter-governmental co-operation in the last three years include the strengthened

administration of the senior certificate examination and the implementation of matric improvement

programmes, the improved levels of procurement and delivery of learning support materials, and the

development of Education Management information Systems (EMIS). Capacity building for provincial

departments to manage and utilise date at a provincial level continues. Provinces have taken owmnershio of

the School Register of Needs database and are using it for decentralised project planning. And, a more

robust EMIS at national and provincial levels is providing indicators to evaluate the extent ta which equity

and redress targets are being achieved.



Co-operative governance and stakeholderparticipation

One of the key commitments of the National Education Policy Act (1996) is the participation of stakeholders
in policy development. The formulation of policies since 1994 has created structures and mechanisms for

active stakeholder participation. For example, the National Commission on Higher Education (NCHE) and the

Education Labour Relations Council (ELRC) demonstrate ways in which stakeholders can dialogue in

developing policies. The creation of expert advisory bodies, such as the Council on Higher Education (CHE)
and the South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA) are another.

At the institutional level, policy frameworks have been established for the creation of participatory structures

in, for example, higher education institutions (institutional forums to facilitate the creation of legitimate and

representative governing councils) and schools (school governing bodies). Such bodies have now been

democratically established.

We are mindful of the problems of capacity, genuine representation and effectiveness in stakeholder
participation. Intensified and extensive training are necessary (which in turn require resources and support),

as is time. One concern is the shortage of strong social movements in communities and civil society which

could strengthen participation in governance. The 7/risano call for schools to be centres of community life is

one response to this concern. More careful audits of what is occurring, and the effectiveness of co-operative

governancein practice, will be undertaken.

2.2 Achieving equity in education provision
 

Education is one of the mostsignificant long-term investments a country can make.It lays the foundation
for a higher quality of life, greater employment opportunities and a better-skilled workforce. There has been

a significant increase in education expenditure under the post-apartheid democratic government, from R31.8
billion in 1994 to R51.1 billion in 2000. At almost 6 percent of GDP, South Africa has one of the highest rates

of government investment in education in the world. Yet education outcomes continue to lag behind those of

other middle-income countries, reminding us of the enduring legacy of an apartheid education policy, and
the need to strengthen and widen our efforts to eliminate it.

Achieving equity objectives in education provision through restructuring education expenditure has been one

of the main achievements of the post-apartheid period. The most direct implication of our particular

constitutional dispensation and education legislation is the decisive thrust to greater equity in all aspects of
learning provision. In particular, the focus has been on achieving racial and gender equity in spending

patterns, inter- and intra-provincial equity and increasing equity of access for those who are out of the

formal education system.

The Medium Term Expenditure Framework



This section examines the financing processes described in the Medium Term Expenditure Framework

(MTEF}. The MTEF is a key policy framework which ensures an equitable and clanned distribution of

expenditure, and oublines specific mechanisms for equity and redress. The imperatives for the post-apartheid

budgetary process to reach equity targets cannot be understated, as is the cornplexity of achieving them. At

the same time, our experience has shawn starkly the possibilities and limits of fiscal affordability. Specific

constraints in the 1996-1998 period included the increase in the budget deficit (from 3.2%of GDP in 1980 to
5.5% in 1996}, the moderate economic growth in the context of global and local economic slowdown

(reducing funds for social sector spending}, and the particular form of South African constitutional

arrangements (which devolve significant executive authority to provinces for decision-making in

expenditure). Improved fiscal management, combined with our own fiscal expenditure policy in education,

Nave released resources for expanding social expenditure in the current period.

Tn the 1995-1997 period, the Minister of Education had responsibility for provincial budgetary allocations. As

a result of a strong national equity programme, Inter-provincial inequity was reduced by almost 60%during

this period. In 1997/8, provincial governments were allocated an “equitable share” of national reveriue as a

block grant and, for the first time, were responsible for dividing their own budgets among their tine function

departments, During this transition periad, we were faced with many challenges that suagest that budgets

were not credible and effective expenditure management cifficulk, One of the most dramatic consequences
of this situation was considerable over-expenditure by provincial education, health and social welfare

departments, In education, in addition, there was a net increase in puod enrolment, especially in the junior
primary phase. The national and provincial treasuries, and the Department in the case of education,

responded by assisting with the development of mare credible budgets and enforcing tight cantrols to bring

actual expenditure in line with a more budgeted expenditure.

In i997 the Ministry of Finance introduced the MTEF as cart of government's budget policy process. The

rain features of the MTEF are:

Three-year forward estimates of expenditure,

A focus on outputs and outcomes of government spending.

A co-ouerative approach to expenditure analysis and planning.

More detailed budget information to promote understanding and debate: and

Political ownership of budget oricrities and soending plans.

In 1997 and 1998, an Education Sectoral MTEF Review Team, representing natienal and provincial finance

and education departments, undertook significant analyses of provincial education spending patterns and
policy oriarities. Their report included an analysis of cast drivers, a computer model of education spending,

and strong recommendations to curb enrolment bloating and to contro! personnel cosbs through improved

management practices. There was a clear message that no qualitative improvement in education could be

expected urless efficency savings were made and directed to this end. The Review Team also

recommended that the ratio of personnel to non-personnel expenditure be reduced to 80:20 in the long
tern,

The national and provincial education departments have acted decisively to improve the credibility of

budgets and the quality of soending. In 1998, the Minister oublished an admissions policy, age-gqrade norms,



and an assessment policy, ali of which were aimed at reducing out-ofage enrolment and excessive

repetition, Already these have led to better flow-through rates and improved system efficiency, and have

released much-needed resources for redistribution to critical areas, such as quality improvement. The

question of shifting funding to non-personnei functions has been discussed with feacher unions as part of a
consultation process an the education budget, and agreement has been reached on a norm.

The majority of provinces were able to reflect positive changes in their 1999/2000 dudgets, but the budgets

of the poorest and most vulnerable provinces exhibit improving but stil inadequate allocations for non-

personnel functions. In particular, allocations for learning support materials and school stahonery were

inadequate, especially given the requirements of the new curriculum. The same gees for new school
construction and other capital works, particularly in ooor rural provinces with massive inherited backiogs.

This matter has received serious consideration, and an additional R1.5 billion will be allocated through the

government allocation on infrastructural development. The allocations for schools will be for the purpases of

school and classroom development, and maintenance and upgrading of schools. This will contribute

significantly to the creation of an enabling environment for quality learning conditions across the public

schoal sector, An amount in excess of Ri biHon per year over three years has alsa been allocated by
provincial departments for the provision, development and delivery of learning support materials, beginning

with the 2002 school year,

equity and redress

In order to effect equity and redress, necessary in a public education sector characterised ty huge
inequalities and disparities, careful consideration was given to palicy apotions. Following on international

experience, we pursued a mix of policy options. They included strategies to distribute all personnel equally

while reducing personnel costs in overall expenditure, a re-prioritisation in the budget, the freeing of

additional resources through efficiency gains, and the establishment of conditional grant funding throughthe

national Department of Education to safequard the application of national norms and key transformation

initiatives such as curriculum implementation, district development and school management and quality

assurance.

Equitable Shares Formule

The government has moved swiftly to improve equity in education spending, particularly through two

mechanisms. The first was the introduction of an equitable shares formula. This formula is used to allocate

provincial revenue levels for each province from the provincial share of national revenue. It reflects several

provincial variables including the size of the school-age population and the number of learners enrolled in

public ordinary schools, the distribution of capital needs in education and hospital facilities, the size of the
rural population in each province, and the size of the target population for social security qrants weighted by
a poverty index, Over the last year, the equitable shares formula has been adjusted to reflect nistorically

accumulated backlogs more accurately. Moves toward equity have been remarkable, with the budget of the
most rural provinces increasing by up te 30%. In 1995, inter-previncial inequity stood at 34%; b

2000/2001, it had been reduced to 14%. This inter-provincial shift in revenue has also translated into a
more equitable financial allocation at the schacl level, with the poorest schools benefiting. The Department,

the National Treasury and the Financial and Fiscal Commission, a constitutional body resronsible for making

recommendations to inform the inter-gavernmental process, will continue ta explore ways of effecting

greater poverty targeting of education funding.



National Norms and Standards for School Funding

The second mechanism to achieve redress through distribution of the education budget is articulated in the

National Norms and Standards for School Funding. This policy provides a frarnework for allocating naon-

personnel recurrent costs on the basis of need. Each provincial education department is required to produce

a “resource targeting list” informed by physical canditions, available facilities, the degree of crowding of the

school, educatoriearmer ratios, the availability of basic services, and the relative poverty of the community

around the school, The main effect of the revised formula is that the poorest 40%of schaois receive 00% of
the orovincial schooling mon-personnel budget alocation, and the least pacr 20% receive 5% of the

resources, The main aim of the norms and standards ts to reclistribute non-personre! expenditure to the

neediest learners. A basic package of RIGO per learner is to be alocated to learning support materials by
provinces.

Other equity mechanisms

& key driver of eguity and redress nas been to equalise educatormiearner ratios. inequitable ratios are

addressed through the national normsfor the provisioning of educator posts to schools. Within these norms,

each province sets ifs awn targets, guided by a national post-provisioning model. A significant achievernent

since 1994 has been a convergence of learnereducator ratios to an average of 34:1, and a dramatic
increase in the number of educators in formerly disacvaritaged areas.

While shifts towards the equalisation of educatorilearner ratios nave been important steps for redress, they

had initially lec to increases in personnel expenditure in many provinces, ‘crowding out non-personne!

expenditure on iterns such as stationery, textbooks, infrastructure upgrades, and educator sugpert and

training. Personnel expenditure increased to a high of 91.2%in 1998/9. Since then, and as a result of

imoroved financial management, it has stabilised and is beginning ta decline. The education sector aims tc

reduce personnel costs to B5 percent of total expenditure over the mediumterm. As the ratio of personnel

to non-personne! expenditure begins to decrease, more resources can be devoted to these complementary

inputs, Personnel reductions saved about R79 milion in 1999/2000, freeing resources to address classrcom

backiogs, increase expenditure on school mainkenance and sanitation, improve teacher support systems, and

precure new learner support materials.

The outcome of the measures introduced to stop the spirailing over-expenditure of 1997-99, Improved

financial Glanning and management and greater financial accountability, now required in terms of the Public

Finance Management Act, have enabled us to address social expenditure concerns that could nat be given

priority in the early period, These include the following commitments over the next three years: in excess of

Ri billion per year to learning support materials, beginning with the 2002 school year; a conditional grant of

R280 milion per year in support of improving financal management and education quality; and, an

estimated additional RI50 milion per year for HIV/AIDSimplementing the pre-school Reception Year,

beginning in the urban and rural nodal development points, adult literacy and skills development and
Innovation in school design and building,

A significant redress mechanism in higher education has been the expansion of access for students from
poor farnilies th rough the National Student Financial Aid Scheme (NSFAS}. NSFAS reached 61 609 students

in 2000, up from 72 788 in 1996. The total value of awards ove¥r this period increased from R333 million te



R551 million, while the total awards made, including 2001 will exceed R2 billion. When combined with donor

contributions, by the end of 2001, total awards made through NSFAS would exceed R2.8 billion.

As noted above, an Education Policy Reserve Fund (PRF), established in 1998/9, provides conditional grants
for improved financial management and education quality in provincial education systems. It continues to

assist the Education Departments Support Unit (financial management and administrative capacity building),

Education Management Development (including school governing body training and development), teacher

development for Curriculum 2005, the Culture of Learning, Teaching and Service (COLTS) programme, and

the integrated District Development Project. This conditional grant allows the national department to provide
smaller grants to priority areas, encouraging innovation with possibilities of replication on a larger scale.

The funding mechanisms we have now instituted enable better planning through joint activity of national

and provincial structures, and institutional co-ordination rather than legislative prescription. Monitoring of

provincial budgetary practices is taking place and has resulted in better and more equitable expenditure
patterns. Inter-provincial expenditure shifts are reflected in better teacher distribution, converging per capita

expenditure and more equitable educator:learnerratios.

Intra-provincial inequalities remain our challenge. Even in 1996, before inter-provincial inequality was

reduced, intra-provincial inequality was up to three times higher than inter-provincial inequality. Intra-

provincial inequality is most evident in the inability of many disadvantaged schools to improve education

outputs and outcomes. Key contributory factors are teacher quality, management capacity, incomelevels of

parents and the literacy and learning levels amongst parents. Poorer provinces continue to beless efficient,
with slower learner progression and higher failure and repeater rates. Thus, while provinces have moved to

greater per capita equity, attention still has to be focused on equalisation of education inputs and good
quality education to the poor. Redistribution of teacher quality has also proved complex, highlighting the

limits of personnel redeployment strategies. The establishment of a preferential weighting for subjects such

as maths and sciencewill, in part, address this issue. A coherent and systemic teacher development strategy
(in-service and pre-service training) is a priority. Significant strides have been made, with approximately

10,000 under-qualified teachers earmarked for annual upgrading through the National Professional Diploma

in Education, and the upgrading of 900 maths and science teachers (Grades 4-6) in 2001 and a further 1

800 in 2003 (Grades 4-9).

Inequality in education, and more generally, continues to be one of the most vexing issues for the Education
Ministry. Income inequality is simultaneously an object of equity strategies and a factor that mediates these

strategies. Wealthier parents are able to maintain relative privilege in schools through school fees; poorer

parents cannot. It is necessary to work on manyfronts at once: the distribution of managerial and teaching

skills, the distribution of resources across and within provinces, and integrated approaches to poverty-
fighting and growth. Various programmes are underway through 7/risano to support these.

2.3 Systemic inequities
 

The School Register of Needs (SRN) provides an important benchmark for addressing historical inequities.

More than three years after the dismantling of apartheid, the SRN Survey, completed for us by the Human
Sciences Research Council in 1997, showed the depth of the inequities in stark terms. While a small

proportion of schools historically serving white learners were well-resourced — with libraries, computer

centres, and scientific laboratories — the vast majority of children continued to be educated in conditions of



extreme neglect. In 1996, one in four schools had no water within walking distance, and nearly onein ten

had to get their water from damsand rivers. Over half (57%) did not have electricity. Over half (52%) had

pit latrines for toilets, and 13%had no ablution facilities at all. There was no learning equipment in 73%of

schools, and 69%had no learning materials. Nationally, 57 499 classrooms were needed. The level oflibrary
provisioning was appalling, with 72% of schools having no library collection. Approximately half of the

schools in the most rural provinces had no sports facilities.

Considerable progress has been made since 1994 in decreasing these inequities. The School Register of
Needs in 2000 reported less overcrowdingin institutions overall, with a decline in the average numberof

learners to a classroom from 43 (in 1996) to 35 (in 2000). Except for Mpumalanga, learner:classroom ratios

have also decreased. Classroom shortages decreased from 49% (1996) to 40%(2000). In 1996, 40%ofall

schools nation-wide had no access to water, and in 2000, this was reduced to 34%. There is a 68%
improvementin the provision of sanitation, although 16.6%of learners continue to be withouttoilet

facilities. Fifty-nine percent of schools had no telephonesin 1996, reduced to 34% in 2000. On the other

hand, the biggest decline has been in the numberof schools in excellent and good condition, indicating that

investments in infrastructure have not been adequately maintained. The numberof buildings in good

condition has declined from 9 000 to 4 000, with at least 12 000 buildings in need of repair. Government's

commitment of an additional R1.5 billion over three years for infra-structural development in key rural and

urban nodal points will significantly affect the physical provisioning of schooling.

We continue to have a vastly differentiated public schooling system in South Africa, with highly inequitable

learning conditions continuing to exist within our provincial systems. The Department is currently exploring

the minimum learning conditions necessary for every learning site, especially in terms of specific physical

and resource conditions, to maintain system functionality. While we can report on the significant progressin

achieving equity in terms of resourcing for education, the scale and the depth of the problem will require

even more investment of effort and a pro-active targeting of resource provision. There is much to be done.

3. Innovation and changein education: transforming learning and teaching

3.1 Lifelong learning
 

The pace of change in cities and villages around the world continues to accelerate as a result of globalisation

and technological innovation. The changes are dramatically altering the nature and managementof work,
social structures, values and cultures. Lifelong learning, forall citizens, becomes imperative. It is crucial

additionally in South Africa because so many of our people, young and old, were so long denied access to
quality education and employment. The White Paper on Education and Training (DoE, 1995: 21) argues:

The overarching goal ofpolicy must be to enable all individuals to value, have access to, and

succeed in lifelong education and training ofgood quality... The Constitution guarantees equal
access to basic education forall... It mustprovide an increasing range oflearning possibilities,

offering learners greater flexibility in choosing what, where, when, how and at whatpace they learn.



fhere must be special emphasis on the redress ofeducational inequalities among those sections of

our people who have sufferedparticular disadvantages, or who are especialy vulnerable...

In formulating education polines, we envisaged @ searniess system, encompassing early chiidhead

development (ECD), general education and training (GET), adult education and training (ABET), further

education and training {FET}, and higher education {HE}, We sought this integration through a National

Qualifications Framework (NOP). In October 1995, the South African Qualifications Authority Act was passed

inte law. The South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA), responsible for overseeing the establisnment of

the NOF, was established in 1996.

The NOF is bold in its vision and ambitious in scope. It seeks te bring together education and training, skHis

development and the needs of a critical democracy, personal, social and econamic development. Historically,

it drew from two significant movements: the People’s Education Movement, with a focus on transforming

general education, and the Congress of Scuth African Trade Unions focusing on the reform of workplace and
vocational education and training. In fact these two traditions (general education and vocational education)

do not come together easily. They nave separate histories, different ways of thinking about education, and
diferent approaches to curriculum structures and management, Nevertheless, we succeeded in creating a

framework for an integrated system of education and training.

The NOF crovides for flexibility of delivery, portability of credentials anc recognition of prior learning by

promoting modular approaches, expressed through ‘unit standards’ and registered programmes, To support

integration of the various components inte a single system, all components, from Early Chiidhood

Development to Higher Education, including workplace and vocational education, employ cutcomes-based

aporoaches. A single set of ‘critical and deveicomental outcomes’ overarches all programme develooment.

The critical outcomes emphasise the competencies necessary to a vibrant democracyand to economic

development, including oroblem solving, critical thinking, working in teams, communicating, and using

science and technology. Curriculum design, in all unit standards and in all learning programmes, must

express the critical autcames, and articulate thern with specific outcomes, knowledge and skills in defined
weal

‘flelds of learning’ or ‘learning areas’.

The role of SAOA is to establish standards, qualify assurance systems, and management information systems

to Support the NGF. This includes ensuring that standards and qualifications registered on the NQF are
internationally comparable and consistent across a range of providers.

There are many complexities in the NGF approach, as a single national framework for all educational

programmes, at all levels of education. Too great an emphasis on ore-set standards and specihed outcomes

runs a risk of blocking innovation and localisation, and compromising the qualitative dimensions of learning

and classroom processes that are inherent in inputs, but not easily captured in outcomes. Administratively,

the registration of standards and providers nationally, the processes of appraisal and quality assurance, and

the management of information are immense tasks. The bureaucratic requirements of documentation and

registration fas they exist within and between institutions and SAQA) run the msk of becoming ends in

themselves, masking their service functions and creating a mancith with enormous inertia, In addition, we

run the risk of creating structures that are cumbersome to operate efficiently and lacking in capacity.

Ultimately, the quality of the system depends not only on vision and structural aspects, such as the defined

autcomes, standards, linkages and continuities, but an the creativity of curriculum designers and educatars

in their institutions, as they develon and present learning programmes to reach the set standards. Placing

some curriculum and assessment responsibilities with teachers seeks fo take advantage of educator’s direct
knowledge of their learners, communities and industry, and the local context, but accarding ta the central



framework and standards. Educators must be helped to understand and develop their roles in curriculum

and teaching, and systems of accountability have to be in place at all levels of the system. The outcomes-

based approach makes new demandsof educators and institutions; they may be experienced in specific
fields, but short of capacity and technical skills in curriculum and teaching of this kind. Through the

government's awarenessof these dangers, and in the light of our experiences and progress overthe last five
years, we are confident we can guide the continued development ofa flexible, imaginative and effective

system oflifelong learning.

 

 

The South African education system accommodates more than 12.3 million learners (50.5%female), 300

000 university students (54.6% female), and 190 000 technikon students (45.5% female). The system

encompasses 29 386 primary and secondary schools, 375 O00 educators, 5 O00 inspectors and subject
advisers, and 68 000 officials, managers and support personnel (DoE: 2000b: 157-161). There are 156

technical colleges accommodating 125 000 students in the FET sector.

Formal education is categorised into three levels. The General Education and Training (GET) band

incorporates a reception year and learners up to Grade 9, as well as an equivalent adult basic education
qualification. The Further Education and Training (FET) band comprises Grades 10-12 in school education,

out-of-school youth and adult learners. Technical, youth and community colleges, as well as a range of other
industry-based and non-formal providers, also fall into the FET band. The Higher Education (HE) band

incorporates a range of national diplomas and certificates up to and including postdoctoral degrees. These
levels are integrated within a National Qualifications Framework (NQF) provided for by the South African

Qualification Authority Act (RSA, 1996b), and below. 

Figure 1: National Qualifications Framework

 

 

 

  

  

  

 

  

  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

National Qualifications Framework Structure

NOFLevel Bands Types of Qualifications and Certificates

8 . Doctorates, further research degrees

7 ' Higher Degrees, professional qualifications

6 Higher " First Degrees, Higher Diplomas

5 Education and ° Diplomas, Occupational Certificates

Training Band

4 ' School/College/Training Certificates /Mix of units from all

(NGOs)

3 Further . School/College/Training Certificates / Mix of units from all

Education and (NGOs)

2 Training Band : School/College/Training Certificates Mix of units from all
(NGOs)

1 General ' Senior Phase ° ABET Level 4

Education and ’ ABETLevel3

Training Band - Intermediate
Phase . ABETLevel 2

Foundational
Phase : ABET Level 1

Pre-school/

ECD      

 



3.2 Curriculum 

Curriculum is central to educational policy. It provides a vision of what learning and teaching might be —

including whatis to be learned, processes of learning, teaching and assessment, relationships, power and

authority in the system and in schools. Curriculum, as learners experience it in classrooms, defines their
education and hence the quality and achievements of the system. Through the curriculum and learning

outcomes, schools and learners’ communities know and judge the system. For these reasons, we gave
curriculum policies, curriculum development and curriculum support high priority, especially for the

compulsory years of schooling. The flagship of this development was Curriculum 2005.

The development has occurred in an extraordinarily complex environment, on our way to a single, national,

equitable system of quality schooling. We needed to create national and provincial education departments
which could provide professional leadership as well as administration; to design the NQF and related

administrative structures; establish policies and frameworks for school governance and financing; improve

equity and capacity in the distribution of teachers, resources and facilities; build the professionalism of

school managers; and reframe teacher education. All of these programmesdirectly affect learner’s

achievements, and in that sense are part of curriculum. We have set them in place and made great progress

building their effectiveness. We went about the tasks knowing we had to operate an existing educational

system as well as changeit, in the face of many demandson the budget and existing professional capacity.

Framing a vision of curriculum is an exciting and delicate task. We had to find ways through inevitable and

healthy conflicts of ideologies and interests, such as those betweenliberal education and vocational training,
the demands of global economic developmentand local social transformation, and competing views of how

effective learning occurs. These debates, ultimately, are about the very purposes of schools. We had to

decide whether we wanted a system driven by outcomes(especially learning outcomes), inputs (including

syllabuses, texts and teaching methods), or some combination. The choice is more than a matter of

philosophy; it greatly affects the curriculum in action. We only partly understood the extent of diversity in
educational backgrounds, socio-economic status, culture, language, environment and human experience

across the nation. Could the curriculum celebrate and build on the diversity of learners’ experiences and

dreams and at the sametime provide for the ‘common outcomes’ necessary for equitable access to

employment and higher education and develop a vision of common nationhood? Could westrike a sensible
balance between centralised design and control of curriculum (with inevitable reductionsin diversity) and

devolution of curriculum responsibilities to schools, districts and provinces? If we encouraged diversity

across schools and classrooms, how would we monitor, at a national level, standards and learners’

achievements? (We knew, for example, that accountability based on national testing would be problematicif

the details of what is learned varied greatly from one school to another.) Then there were questions of

capacity. What would be the consequencesof defining a curriculum vision that was too far from schools’

existing experiences and capacities, or too close (regardless of the desirability of new goals and

recommendations from educational research)? If we held to a long-term ideal, what would be the most

appropriate pathway from the existing situation to the ideal?

The Constitution, Education White Paper 1 and the NQF provided us with the framework for tackling these

questions. Coupled with the NQFstrategy of outcomes-based education, the curriculum was to be learner-
centred:



Educational and managementprocesses trust therefore put the tearnersfirst, recognising and

butding on their knowledge and experience, and responding to them needs, (Education White Paper

L, DOE, 19057 24}

This focus on learner-involvement, in turn, requires that schools and teachers take maior roles in curriculum

design: teachers know, more closely than anyone elise in the system, learners’ experiences and needs. They

are ina position to decide what is locally relevant, and implernent with devotion programmes they have

desiqned or chosen themselves.

If teachers are to nave central roles in curriculum design, they must aise take major responsibilities for

assessment of learners’ achievements, This is so not only for assessment to quide teaching and learning, but

aise for assessment to provide summary statements of learners’ achievements, for purposes of reporting and

accountability. Teachers’ responsibilities for assessment arise in part from the diversity that school-based

curriculum development permits, and in part from the emphasis that learner-centred education gives fo
‘deep learning’.

To support the curriculum functions of schools as centres of professional activity, schools and provincial

departments must be reshaped. School managers have to provide professional leadership in curriculum, not
only administrative efficiency. Schools have to have maragement structures and systems that harness

creativity and skills within the schools, promoting experimentation and continucus impravement. Pravincal

departments - especially at the district level - nave particular responsibiities to provide professional support

and leadership in curriculum, management and quailty assurance. Teachers, schoal leaders ane district

afficers require access to orofessianal development and training, to build their capacities individually and in

teams, They, too, are learners.

Finally, systerns of quality assurance and accountability have to be established, in ways that promote

accountability directly (schoals to learners}, and more breacly to communities and the nation. Accountabiity

systems, like assessment in classrooms, have to provide not only judgmental data on the successes of

particular schoals and districts, but diagnostic data that can be related to relevant contextual factors and
used to improve the quality of learners’ school experiences and achievements.

These characteristics of cur vision of curriculum and schooling we saw as corcilaries of the emphasis of

Education White Paper 1 on learner-centred education, lifelong learning, ard effective learning. Quicomes-

based education provided a technology for managing curriculum design and accountability at the local level.

We had then to develop oclicies and frameworks that measured the vision and connected it to existing

conditions in the system,

3.24 General Education and Training: Curriculum 2005

We defined the years of general education and training (GET) to span Grades 1-9 and lead to a national

certificate, the General Education and Training Certificate. As noted earlier, we gave GET high priority,

because of the oarticular role that it has in providing education for all learners. We recognised also that
transformation of qenerai education has symbolic value: it would offer communities a vision of the ‘new



education’, and the ways educational charge would address questions of equity and quality in schooling. We

named the policy Curriculum 2005 — pointing to the future, and suggesting a time-scale for implementation.

Curriculum 2005 was develoned through extensive pracesses of participation, through a number of ‘technical

committees’ and wide consultation, assisted by international leaders in curriculum design, Draft documents

were offered for public discussion during 1997, and the policy was released later that year.

Curriculum 2005 is arguably one of the most progressive of such paticies in the worid. Guided by principles

af qutcames-based education and learner-centred education and the critical outcomes of the NOF, it defined
specific outcomes and standards of achievement in eight learning areas, The critical and speafic outcames,

together, represented major shifts in what is to be learned in schools, emphasising competencies rather than
particular knowledge. The specific outcomes delineated learning areas more broadly than in traditional

subjects’, bullding links frorn subject knowledgeto social, economic and personal dimensions of learning ard

the multicultural character of South African society.

The conception of learner-centred education, as recommended in Education White Paper 1, goes beyond

ensuring that all learners achieve the set outcomes. It involves them as participants in curriculum and
learning, responds to their learning styles and cee anc builds on their fe experiences and needs. The

policy commends ‘continuous formative assessment’, in which learners and teachers accept responsibilities

for assessmerit, to promote continuauslearning and enable the assessment of competence and complex

performances, Assessments of critical outcomes such as problem-solving, teamweark, communication and

critical use of information cannot be done simply through written tests: they need to be madein the context

af “real performances’. Continuous assessments become also a basis for judging overall achievements and
reporting to learners, parents and the system,

Curriculum 2005 defines particular balances between central cantrol and devolution, between cammon,

national outcomes and learner-centred education, Consistent with the strategy of the NOF, our quiding

principles were to set the outcomes centrally, but devolve responsibility for inputs Gearning programmes,

teaching, choice of resources, etc) to schools. The outcomes had to be defined loosely enough to enable
flexibility at the school level, but tightly enough to represent common achievements.

Curriculum: 2005 shifted the emphases and nature of the desired outcomes and learning areas, and called

for radically new approaches to programme design, teaching methods, oower relationshics and assessment.

It redefined the roles of teachers, learners and school managers, and of text-books and exams. These shifts,

in general and in their details, prompted wide and continuing debate. Through Dok cammunications

(inciuding docurnents, public presentations, media support and warkshous), news media, conferences and

letters, curriculum was on the agenda as neverbefore,

Implementation began in 1998 in Grade 1, followed by Grade 2 in 1999, Grades 3 and 7 in 2000, Grades 4

and 6 in 2001, and followed by Grades 5 and 9 in 2002. Ht was accompanied by large-scale programmesin

teacher education and classroorn suppeart, involving national and provincial education departments, NGOs,

television and newspapers, higher education institutions and private publishers. Much of the concern, in

schools and from the sublic, focussed on implementation. It became clear that some shortcomings in the
basic documents were compounded by civerse interpretations armangst trainers, education department

officers, NGOs, and writers of learning materials. For many teachers and trainers, the vision was,
necessarily, far from their own experience and habits. Few teachers and trainers had first-hand knowledge



of the kinds of curriculum and teaching envisaged; few schools had management structures and professional

capacity to manage the changes. Where schools and teachers embraced learner-centred education, they

often interoreted it as /aissez faire activity and groupwork in which the focus on outcomes and needs for

careful design were lost. Alternatively, foo excessive a focus on outcomes led to simplistic algorithms for
curriculum desian, in which attention to learner-centred approaches was lost. Concern to integrate learning

areas in some cases diminished attention to progression of concept development from qrade to qrade. Even

then, integration of knowledge presented from different learning areas often occurred with inadequate
concern for how and whether integration occurred within the learners’ minds, or whether learners were

integrating theory with practice, in-school experience with daily-life experience. “Continuous assessment”

was interpreted by some as frequent testing, becoming a nightmare of accounting and record keesing in the

classroom, interfering with teaching and learning. Training programmes and follow up support were

generally too few in number, and often did not model the approaches they were advocating. Frequently they

assumed top-down, bureaucratic approaches to the documents and lost sight af teachers’ experiences and
existing professional insights as critical inputs to their learning.

In February 2000, the Ministry commissioned a review of Curriculum 2005, which was completed in May.

The central findings were that:

There was wide support for the curriculurn changes envisaged especially its underlying principles},

but levels of understanding of the policy and itsimplications were highly vane.

There were basic flaws in the structure and design of the policy. In particular, the language was

often complex and confusing Ginciuding the use of unnecessary jargon), Notions of sequence, concept

development, content and progression were poorly developed, and the scope of the outcomes and
learning areas resulted in crowding of the curriculum overall,

There was a lack of alianment between curriculum and assessment policies, with insufficient clarity in

both areas.

Training programmes, in concept, duration and quality, were often inacequate, especially early in the

implementation process,

Learning support materials were vanable in quality, and often unavailable.

Follow-up suppart for teachers and schools was far too little,

Timeframes for implementation were unmanageable and unrealistic — the policy was released before

the system was ready, with timeframes that were too rushed,

We nave responded to the review. We nave retained the broad vision of Curriculum 2005, but are refining

nolicy documents. A set of National Curriculum Statements will be ready by the end of July, 2001, for pubtic
discussion. The revisions will simoalify the structure, redefine the outcomes, and give closer guidance on

progression and content. As part of the National Statement, assessment standards are being prepared for

each grade level, in each outcome. We are reconfiguring processes and structures to support
implementation. Follawing a period of pudlic comment and feedback, we will work with publishers, provincial

education departments and higher education institutions to provide learning support materials, crofessional

development of educators, and support systems for general implementation.

AS part of quality assurance and system monitoring, we have begun the development and piloting of suitable

learner assessment strategies and instruments, with a view to assessing learners’ achievements at Grades 3
and &, as well as Grade 9 for the award of the GETC.



The history of Curriculum 2005 in many ways reflects the history of ecucational change more generally over

the last five years, Our first oriority was to create a vision of education, and disseminate that vision, lardely

through workshops and implernentation crogrammes. Implementation was hampered by weaknesses in the
system and the complexity of changing so many aspects of the systern at once, as well as by weaknesses in

the documents. We are in a different situation now, Administrative and support systems are stronger,
general understanding of the underlying curriculum princioles is better, there exists a wider pool of

professional expertise and experience to lead the changes, and the National Curriculum Statementis being

strengthened, We are nowin a position to put more focussed effort into implementation at the schoal level,

with ail that this involves with respect to schoo! development.

3.2.2 Further Education and Training

Further education and training (FET), conceatually, administratively and politically, is more complex than

general education and training. FET must serve the often competing purposes of preparation for higher

education, oreparation for wark, and education for personal and social develcoment. It involves a wide
ranqe of providers, with different interests, administrative structures and traditions. The great majority of

learners are in schools (in Grades 10, 11, and 12}, but many study in colleges and through private providers,

Schools, traditionally, have been oriented to academic approaches and higher education, colleges to

vocational programmes and the workplace. However, given the number of FET learners in schools, we are
giving consideration to whether and how vocational education should be extended into the school

curriculum, FET, especially the current Senior Certificate, holds high stakes for learners and their famies

(and for schoois}, as a gateway to higher education and employment. The FET curriculum is of particular

Interest to higher education institutions, which wish it to provide a strong foundation for their courses, It

must also build on and be continuous with the GETC and developments in Curriculum 2005.

The National Strategy for Further Education and Training, 1999 ~ 2001 (DoE; 1999) includes strategic

obectives in learning and teaching:

Management of learning programmes and qualifications framework{s} and innovation.

Increased learner participation and achievernent, particularly in Maths, Science, Technologyand

Engineering.

Learning suppart materials.

Flexible learning.

Learner Support Services,

Ongaing professional development.

Articulation and learner mobility.

Technical college and Senior Certificate examinations,

We are developing the curriculum framework for FET as a single national framework for schools, colleges
and private providers. Consistent with the NQF, the FET is cutcomes-based and learner-centred, with unit



standards and registered programmes drawn from bwelve fleids of learning. Tt will lead to a single certificate,
the FETC, with programmes of two types: general/academic/vocational (offered in schools} and vocationally

specific Coffered in technical colleges}. In each case, the curriculurn wil have a fundamental carmponent
(communication and mathernatical literacy}, a core (in the area of specialisation} and electives. The number

of subjects available in the general/academic certificate wil be greatly reduced, removing many existing

subjects in which enrolments are iow. This reduction wil be in dine with national needs, international trends

and the interests of most learners. Tt wil shift the concent of choice for learners te choosing from a fixed
portfolio of subjects and choasing witfun subjects. Tk will make delivery more manageable and hence more

equitable and more effective.

To support the development of gutcames as competencies and enable learner-ceritred education,
assessment for the FETC will incorporate classroom-based {continuaus} assessment as weil as externally

based assessment. Continuous assessment will focus on oral and practical work and achievements not
readily accessible through written tests. The weighting of practical and oral assessment in the averall

assessment will generally be limited te 25%. Moderation of teacher judaments wall be achieved through

face-to-face moderation, coupled with statistical moderation against standardised examination marks,

Externally-based assessments, in most subiects, will be the resoonsinuity of provincial departments of

education. However, in 2001, national examinations will be conducted in the key subjects of Mathematics,

Languages, Physical Science, Biology and Accounting, and one other subject, on a rotational basis.

Work in the development of curriculum and assessment for the FETCis in progress, including teacher

education and trials in the uses of continuous assessment and moderation, and interventions that have
increased achievements and pass rates in the Senior Certificate,

3.20 Curriculum-related policies and programmes

Curriculum policy and implementation must link closely with supporting policies and programmes. These

range from the provision of facilities and materials, through management and information systems te human

resource develooment, For example, the Norms and Standards for Educator Development, as a framework
for pre-service anid in-service education, redefine the rales of teachers consistent with Curriculum: 2005, the

envisaged FETC and the new roles of teachers and schools in curriculum and assessment, Programmes are

underway in management training, organisational development, and promotion of a culture of learning and

teaching in schools. Plot studies are in progress, exploring approaches to school evaluation and school
improvement that give particular emphasis to schools managing their own evaluation and planning.

Beveloomenta! aooraisal of teachers, in relation to quality of performance, school development and career

develooment are aiso being piloted. And, provincial departments are strengthening their systems, especially
in the functions of districts in schoal support, leadershio and administration,

As well as inking programmes and policies related to curriculum, if is necessary to form and support

partnershios. We have regarded as particularly important partnerships with higher education institutions (in

the provision of teacner education}, NGOs Cin teacher education, school support, and the development of

learning materials), international groups (through funded projects in curriculum and research}, and
publishers, The National Centre for Curriculum Research and Development was established within the

national department to support these functions, and provide input to planning.



Partnerships between government ministries and departments are also essential. For example, vocational
training is also a responsibility of the Ministry of Labour, social development and redress involve many

different departments, as does the HIV/AIDS pandemic. The educational challenges we face require closer
cooperation and synergy between government departments. The work continues.

3.3 Values in Education
 

Education is fundamentally a character forming and development activity through the values expressed in

behaviour, and the values promoted. Values and the developmentof values are inevitable parts of schooling

— underlying the formal selection of outcomes, teaching methods and assessment, and implicit in classroom

processes, authority relationships, and the selection of contexts and examples to advance learning. Values
need to be surfaced, and addressed consciously, critically and publicly. A nation emerging from apartheid

cannotthink of values in education independently of the deep racism embeddedin the apartheid curricula

and school systems. The apartheid system was intended, overtly and implicitly, to link concepts of ability and

potential for learning to culture and race, and hence to build and reinforce particular social structures and

hierarchies. Those habits and underlying values need to be reversed, promoting instead anti-racism,
inclusivity, human dignity, equity and democracy. We are proceeding cautiously, however, well aware of a

history that prescribed values and used the prescription to control rather than grow a nation. In South Africa

now, values in education must celebrate and promote diversity rather than homogenize, simplify or

undermineit, and develop a platform for a collective vision of our future. We are developing our own

approach to values in education, perhaps uniquely South African, based deeply on lessons from the past and
moving us into the future. To this end, the Ministry convened a national conference on Values, Education

and Democracy in February 2001, and has established a panel on History and Archaeology which
investigated the role of history in the curriculum.

Consistent with the Constitution and Bill of Rights, we have focused on the values of equity, tolerance,

openness, accountability and social honour. However, we have concerned ourselves not so much with the
prescription of values per se as with defining a framework for approaching values education in schooling.

The pathway we have chosen is to go beyond awarenessof values, and provide learners with experiences
that confront and cultivate values in action: critical thinking, personal expression, a local sense of meaning,

and expanded ways ofthinking and communicating. Four cornerstones have been identified as central
strategies to ‘seed’ democratic values in our context (DoE, 2000d: 10): critical thinking, creative expression

through art, a critical understanding of history, and multilingualism.

Nurturing critical-thinking skills. A democratic society flourishes whencitizens are informed aboutlocal

and global processes, when nothing is beyond question, and whenideas and ideologies are fully explored.
Critical thinking skills can be nurtured through critical pedagogies, a critical look at history and current

events, debating societies, and emphases on numeracy and scientific approaches to problem solving. Critical

thinking and discussion allow diverse values to be surfaced and questioned in the classroom, and more

deeply understood. Further, the values are set into the context of action.

Widening creative expression throughart. Creative expression and participation assist in cultivating
knowledge of self and others, expressing and communicating values. The power of performing arts and

creative participation as an active celebration of diversity and expression must be harnessed as a tool to
cultivate tolerance, openness, and compassion. Again, the classroom provides a context in which ways of

expressing values, the values expressed, and the diversity of values can be discussed, and followed into
action.



Nurturing a critical understanding of history. History, as a memory system, shapes our values and

morality becauseit is the avenue through which we reflect on human dreams, achievements, failures and

possibilities. Four challenges stand out for teaching history in South Africa. Learners must be provided with a

thorough understanding of human evolution, to combat the myths underlying racial prejudice and

acknowledge Africa as the birthplace of humanity. Second, schools must provide a comprehensive history of

all South African peoples, connected to the history of Africa, Asia, and Europe. Third, history must stare

down past abuses of humanrights, to understand the causes and effects of genocide and oppression.

Fourth, history is not only a reflection on the past; it is a way of thinking about the future, hope, and the

transformation of a nation and its peoples. History, taught by committed and engaged educators, can be a
powerful reflective tool for formulating values in a context wider than our dailylives.

Nurturing multilingualism. Speaking the language of other people not only facilitates meaningful

communication, but also builds openness and respect as barriers are broken down and new meanings are
explored. We are committed to providing an initial grounding in mother-tongue education. We are

considering ways to increase second-language learning. Given the historical onus on black learners to learn
English and Afrikaans,it is reciprocally important now that non-African learners acquire at least one African

language. Multilingualism must be a more central educational requirement, particularly for learners entering
the fields of education, welfare and health.

Notwithstanding these plans, we are well aware that the impact of colonization on South African life may

find fresh echoes in globalization. The threats of market values, materialism, individualism and

fragmentation to human values, community and environmental sustainability are dire for relatively poor

countries, such as South Africa, especially while great inequities already exist. Education has special

responsibilities to lay strong bases for social cohesion, solidarity, democracy and equity as well as economic

development and prosperity. We therefore continue to invigorate debates about values in the context of

globalisation, the principles and values enshrined in the Constitution, and the development of South African
cultures.

3.4 Quality educationforall
 

Our national project and the imperatives of the new global era both emphasize the importance of providing

quality education forall of our citizens. Even more than in the industrialised era, the information society

places human capacity in the centre of the circle. While access to capital and raw materials remains

important, the human capacity to imagine productive and creative applications of new technologies has
become at least equally important. Capacities such as literacy, numeracy,critical thinking, conceptual

imagination, and communication skills are central to individual and national development. Our challenge

then, is not only to provide education to all, but also to provide a high quality education to all.

We recognize two elements to this challenge — universal access and systemic quality. The right of access to

education is a cornerstone of the post-1994 education system. The Constitution recognises education as an

essential right. It states:

Everyone has the right —

To basic education, including adult basic education; and



10 further education, which the state, through reasonable measures, must make progressivelyavailable

and accessible,

The South African Schocls Act and the Admission Pulicy to Ordinary Public Schools takes this further by
making schoal compulsory for children between the ages of 7 and 14, and by quaranteeing learners equal

access to basic and quality education without discrimination of ary kind, It states that:

40 feamer may be dened admission to an ordinary school on anygrounds, inctuding grounds of

asabisty, fanguage, learning GifICUID,, OFDIEQNETICy.

Post-apartheid education legislation identifies the objective of gua/ity education as a core principle driving

educational reform. Phe National Education Policy Act includes armong its concerns ‘achieving redress and

enhancing quality’. The Seuth African Schoals Act of 1996 identifies quatity improvement as an important role

for school governing bodies, The National Qualifications Framework (NOF) provides the framework for building

an integrated and quality educational system to facilitate Hfelong learning, and a systemic approach quality

assurance through the provisions of the South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA) Act.

In 1997, the Department’s focus on quality improvement was reflected in the establishment of the Directorate:

Quality Assurance. Notions of efficiency, effectiveness and standards were under increasing discussion, and we

took a number of initiatives ta address these concerns directly. A campaign designed to enhance the Culture of

Learning, Teaching and Service (COLTS) emphasised the imorovement of physical infrastructure, the

development of school management and governance capacities, and engagement with learners’ and educators’
attitudes toward learning and teaching. This campaign has now been subsumed in the 7irisaro Programme of

Action. The focus of firsanahas been extended through whole school evaluation and the anpraisal of

teachers, The emphasis is on raising the accountability of schools for their performance, and the development

of instruments for their evaluation, to be utilised also by a service of provincially based supervisors working

with district jevel teams.

The DoE has fine-tuned its focus on the development of a national quality assurance framework including the

development of quailty indicators and performance assessment tools. Currently, a number of quality

assurance and benchmarking mechanisms are being put in place. These include whole-school evaluation
instruments to be used by schools for self-evaluation and development, and by supervisors for monitoring

and moderating school performance, a systemic evaluation of learners’ attainments aqainst national

benchmarks in Grades 3 and 6, the introduction cf the General Education and Training Certificate at the end

of Grade 9, a forthcoming Further Education and Training Certificate, the establishment of the Education and
Training Quality Assurance Body for General and Further Education, and the establishment of a Higher

Ecucation Quality Cammittee developing quality management systems in Higher Education. Emphasis has

also been placed on developing education managementand establishing a credible education management
information system (EMIS). A# of these contribute to better diagnostic analysis of and develooment strategies

for improving the performance of the public education system.

Although both national and global imperatives challenge us te define and infuse quality throughout the

system, the consideration of ‘quality’ from a global perspective will not shift our focus fromthe basic
operational quality that orovides a foundation for learning. We will align structures and personel at all levels

to support and promote quality.



4. Innovation and change in education: building a nationally co-ordinated and planned higher

education system

Policy goals and processin the post-1994 period

Higher education has a critical role to play in the transformation of post-apartheid South Africa. It must

provide the range and quality of graduates and knowledge required to drive national reconstruction and

development in a rapidly globalising world. It must also help to consolidate our new democracy through

developing critical citizenship.

The system of higher education inherited by the democratic government in 1994 was highly unequal,

fragmented and largely dysfunctional in meeting the development priorities of the nation as a whole.
Consequently, the challenge facing the new government was to create a policy framework and an

implementation plan for the fundamental systemic restructuring of higher education. Three distinct phasesin

the period since 1994 can be distinguished: first, the initial focus on macro-policy formation, in which the

policy and the regulatory framework for this systemic restructuring was elaborated by 1997; second, the

phase of developing the planning framework, including the development of a new budgetary framework;

and third, the incremental implementation of the planning framework at the national and institutional levels

which is taking place now.

The immediate tasks of the post-1994 phase were: to establish a consultative process by which the new
policy framework for the transformation of higher education could be developed; to promulgate the required

legislation to guide this transformation; and to strengthen the bureaucracy and statutory organs to manage
the process and to attend to emergingpriorities.

The first involved the establishment of the National Commission on Higher Education (NCHE), which was

mandated to provide comprehensive recommendations for a new higher education policy framework.

Following broad consultation, its 1996 report, A Framework for Transformation, set out a new vision for

higher education, identifying the principles, goals and features by which transformation should occur. In late

1997, Education White Paper 3: A Programme for the Transformation of Higher Education was published,

followed by the Aigher Education Act (no. 101).

The framework for higher education transformation was shaped by twosets of conditions. First, South Africa

is a middle-income developing country, characterised by a highly stratified race and class structure and great

disparity between rich and poor. Second, its democratic transformation and its simultaneous re-entry into

the international arena occurred during the period of the intensifying globalisation of social, cultural and

economic relations in the 1990s. As a result, our dual national development challenges are to address the

basic needs of the majority and to build our capacity to engage competitively in the global economic arena

and the new knowledgesociety.



Ta these ends, the White Paper sets out the following policy goals:

The development of a single, national, integrated, planned and ca-crdinated system, funded on a

programme basis:

Increased and broadened participation in higher education, thereby simultaneously meeting

personpower needs and advancing social equiby:

Co-operative governance between government and institutions and within institutions, based on the

democratisation and restructuring of governance structures;

Responsiveness to sacieteal needs througn curriculum restructuring and relevant knowledge

production;

Quality assurance through the promotion and assessment of quality and the accreditation of
programmes;

Promoting articulation, mobility and transferability across the education and training system by

incorporating higher education qualificatians into the National Qualifications Framework.

The White Paper indicates that, as part of the broader transformation of South African society, the

reconstruction of higher education will be guided according to the principles of equity and redress,
democratisation, develooment, cuality, effectiveness anc efficiency, academic freedom, institutional

autonomy, and public accountability.

To ground these principles, the key mechanism proposed in the White Paper is a process of national and

institutional three-year rolling plans based on procrammes, linked to a revised, goal-oriented state funding

framework and to quality assurance, Required instituticnal plans wil include a statement of mission and

vision, indicative enrolment targets in various fields of studies and qualifications levels, and a series of plans:

for equity and staff develooment, for cuality improvement, for research and infrastructure develonment.

Institutions will therefore be challenged to identify niche areas of concentration in terms of which their

mission and purpose can be identified or redefined, taking cognisance of other national and regional

offerings.

Having established the ooalicy and legislative framework for transformation, the next task in the post-1994

period was to strengthen the bureaucracy and to establish the required statutory structures. This was

achieved by creating the Higher Education Branch in the Department of Education and by appointing the

Council on Higher Education (CHE) in 2998, which is responsible for advising the Minister on ail aspects of
higher education, In addition, it holds executive responsibility for quality assurance through its permanent

sub-committee, the Higher Education Quality Committee (HEOC).

The current phase of poticy implernentation

With this policy and legislative framework and the required structures in place, the Ministry adopted an

incremental approach to implementation. The Education White Paper 3 on Higner Education and the Avgher



Education Act represented a broad framework of transformative vision, goals and principles and not an

imolementation plan. After these policy documents appeared, several further incremental steps were

therefore necessary: to develop the implementation process of planning framewark and the systemic

capacity to achieve this; to develop an adeguate information base; and to finalise the new funding

framework. Concurrently, the HEQC was established by the CHE to pravide a quality assurance framework,

This delay in fully implementing the regulatory mechanisms of the planning frarnework created something of

a “policy vacuunt’. in the absence of the regulatory influence of the national plan, a competitive market
climate among oublic and private institutions alike emerged. Driven by the overall decline in student

enrolments and by ongoing fiscal constraints, competition in the higher (and further} education marketplace
intensified. Many institutions strategically positioned themselves ta ensure greater market share and

diversity of income sources. This has manifested in the growth of distance education provision among

residential institutions, the mushrooming of satellite campuses, and the proliferation of local and

transnational private provision and public-private partnerships.

The consequences of these unregulated develonments are potentially damaging for a co-ordinated system.
Institutional capacity fo maximise competitive advantage is broadly commensurate with historical and

geographic position. The new competitive chmate thus exacerbates existing institutional inequalities. The

sustainability of dedicated distance education institutions and of contact institutions in close proximity te new

satellite campuses is compromised. In offering a narrow range of commercially lucrative programmes, many

private providers gain unfair advantage by nok having fo fulfil the broader public purposes of higher

education: to provide a Oroad array of programmes, to conduct research and community service and to carry
responsibility for academic development and education for citizenship.

In addition, in the absence of the planning framework, a sometimes too Hteral reading of the White Paper

programme-based approach arose, with sarne institutions undertaking large-scale restructuring and creating

new inter-disciplinary proqrammes. While the importance of these is unquestioned, their uncritical adoption

could be counter-productive in undermining the firm disciplinary foundations required far the generation of

adequate Knowledge and skills among graduates.

These developments underscore the need for appropriate regulation of the system. This is not to deny the
imoortance of competition, the right to diversity and the need for innovation. It merely stresses the

necessity to avoid incoherent programme development and duplication in a resource-constrained developing

country such as ours.

Bevyelooment of the planning process and funding framework

During 1998 and 1999, the Department initiated Iwo phases of submissians for three-year rolling plans. This

exercise revealed the sometimes wide variances bebween projected and actual institutional enroiments as
well as the serious lack of slanning methodology and instruments. Few institutions showed evidence of

ubllising statistical modelling techniques and detailed analysis of institutional, regional and national trends.

This highlighted the urgent necessity for planning and managerial capacity building.



The three-year planning process will be fully implemented and linked to the new funding framework by

7003. Funding is a pivotal component of the new planning framework, as it orovides Calong with quality

assurance) one of the two main levers for government’s steering of the system towards national policy
oriorities. After completing the necessary groundwork, 4a discussion document outlining proposals for a

revised funding framework was published in April 2001, shortly after the release of the National Plan for

Higher Education.

Funding in the form of block grants and earmarked funds is proposed. The former will be allocated for

Reaching inputs (staff and other costs}: teaching cutouts (graduates): research outputs (oublications and

masters and coctoral graduates}; institutional setup, running and development costs; and foundation

programmes facademic development). Allocations will be made on approval of programme-based

institutional plans, which must specify targeted and achieved enrolments, graduation numbers, research

outputs, and development plans, Earmarked funds will be allocated: to the National Student Financial Aid

Scheme (NSFAS}for institutional redress and develoarnent (including research development); for agoroved

capital projects and other development priorities identified in the Netonal Mian for Higher Education, This

new framework will have major implications for institutions. Implementation will therefore be phased in over

a number of years to offset any negative short-term impacts.

Given prevailing fiscal constraints, itis unlikely that additional resources will be available to higher education.

The new framework will however redistribute funds more effectively within the systern. It will thereby shape

the institutional landscape towards the optimum range of differentiated institutional missions and

programme offerings required to meet the policy goals of equity, quality, respansiveness and efficiency.

Increased support of the NSFAS and the funding of academic cevelooment activities are important steos in
promoting equity of access and success for disadvantaged students. Likewise, the approval of institutional

block grants according to national human resource development needs will help to ensure the relevance of

publicly funded higher education programmes.

The regulation of the private higher education sector

Aiong with many other countries, South Africa has witnessed growth in private provision. This has

manifested in various types of linkages between local and foreign public and private institutions and in the

proliferation of programmes in certain fields. While some providers are long-establisned reputable

institutions, a number of ‘fly-by-night’ institutions emerged. As a result of these develooments, an

appropriate regulatory framework is being established in the public interest to ensure academic quality,
Ainancial sustainability and a constructive complementary role for private provicers within the overall system.

Initial steps have been taken in terms of the Atgher Education Act and its subsequent Amendment, Private

providers are now required to apply for institutional recistration and for orogramme accreditation. This

process has sometimes been contentious. In cases where registration has been withheld or conditionally

granted, the Department nas faced legal challenges.

The Department has inthatec research into the size and shape of the private sector, its possible rele and

impact, and into the required changes to legislation in order to provide an adequate regulatory framework.

Fhough the currently available data are sketchy, initia! findings indicate that the private higher education

sector proper is not as jarqe as anticipated, with considerable enrolments “duplicated” in public and private
nartnershios. Private orovision is cancentrated at lower qualifications levels (certificates and diplomas) and in

a narrow range of fields (mainly business/commerce, and education}. With the acquisition of more reliable

data during 2004, a far clearer idea of the nature of the private sector will emerge.



Incorporation of colleges into the HE sector and the development of norms and standards for

teacher education

An important aspect of systemic restructuring involves the incorporation of calleges of education inte higher

education institutions. These colleges previously fell under orovincial jurisdiction, but as higher education is 4
rational competence, they have had to be integrated within the single, co-ordinated national system. This

has proved to be a highly complex and sometimes contested process, requiring considerable consultation

and negotiation with affected stakeholders, and careful handling of the sensitive labour relations issues
involved.

The process began in 1998 with the release of a framework docurnent, which identified criteria for provincial

rationalisation by which the number of colleges were reduced from 220 to about 50. The process was
completed this year when identified coleges were incorporated into the higher education systern. In

addition, a technical tearn established by the Committee on Teacher Education Poticy (COTEP) undertookthe

revision of the Narms and Stancards for teacher education in 1997. The Department aisa initiated the

development of teaching and jearning materials to introduce teacher educators to outcormes-based
education, Processes have now also bequn to incorporate colleges of nursing and agriculture inte the higher

education system.

Institutional governance, capacity-building and crisis management anc responses to policy
change

One of the tasks of the Department is to assist in the transformation of institutional gevernance to reflect
the democratic values of increased participation and transparency. The transformation of institutional

statutes in line with the requirements of the f/agher Education Act has been completed, with the

reconstitution of Councis and Senates to ensure greater representivity,

Departmental energies have, however, largely been diverted to dealing with financial and management

crises at several institutions. The approach has been two-fold: to address issues before they reach critical

oroportions and to intervene where necessary through the Ministerial appaintment of indeperident assessors

and administrators. in response to the growing financial crisis at certain institutions, the Office of the

Auditor-General was commissioned to undertake audits. Independent assessors were also appointed to

investigate the crisis at other institutions where management and governance functions had all but

collagsed. The future sustainability of these institutions depends directly on reseiving these leadership and

management crises. The Department, in coniunction with several donor and cevelooment agencies, has

instituted capacity building orogrammes to address these concerns.

The National Plan for Higher Education



In March 2001, the Ministry released the National Plan for Higher Education which provides the

implementation framework and mechanisms for higher education transformation as articulated in the vision,

goals and principles of the White Paper.

The importance of this document is two-fold, First, it draws to a close the long period of consultation which

began with the National Commission on Higher Education. Second, it sets out government’s firm policy

intentions ina format which identifies strategic objectives and targets, and the mechanisms and timeframes

for achieving these. Linked to the regulatory mechanisms of funding and quality assurance, the procedure

for systemic planning is now set in motion. The Plan also takes forward, as we outtine below, the new

national Human Resources Development Strategy. This will allow higher education planning to articulate with

the broader national human resource and skis development strategy and in this way contribute directly ta
national development priorities.

The key points of the National Plan for Higher Education are:

The establishment of indicative targets for the size and shape of the higher education system. These
include: a long-term increase in the particioation rate from 15% to 20%) graduation rate benchmarks to

ensure greater access and success; shifting enrolments between the humanities, business and

commerce, engineering and technology from the current ratio of 49:26:26 to 40:30:30 respectively; and

student and staff equity targets.

Various steps will be taken to ensure diversity of instituticnal mission and programme differentiation.

Institutional programme mixes will be determined on the basis of current and proposed new programme

profiles, including their relevance to regional and national development priorities, The existing

differentiation between universities and technikons will be maintained for at least the next five years.

The restructuring of the institutional landscape wil occur through the reduction of the number of
institutions but nat in the number of delivery sites. Various mergers have been klentfled for

implementation. Further institutional restructuring will be guided by a National Working Group, which

has already begun its work. National Institutes for Higher Education will be established in Moumalanga

and the Northern Cape.

The plan signais a discernible shift towards stranger steering of systemic change. This reflects the Ministry’s

determination te proceed decisively with the implementation of the policy framework for transformation,

Social anc institutional redress

The approach of the National Plan for Higher Education to redress incorporates both institutional and social

redress. However, the Plan signals a move away from the notion of automatic expectation of redress based
on historic entitlement and without reference to the current redefinition of institutional mission within the

new institutional iandscape, Government's position is that the redress component of earmarked funds will be

allocated according to clearly demonstrated needs and accountability mechanisms as part of the three-year

rolling planning process. This will enable historically disadvantaged institutions to discharge their approved

institutional plans in the context of institutional restructuring,



In the absence of this planning procedure, institutional redress allocations have thus far been relatively

smal, with R27-m being allocated in FY1998/9 on a pro-rata basis. In the folowing FY1S99/2000, R60-m

was allocated to three institutions — Fort Hare, Transkei and Medunsa — to ensure their future viability. In

FY2006/2001, redress funding was targeted at academic development.

Ensuring that access is maintained and enhanced for financially disadvantaged black students remains a

central goal in achieving both equity and the required participation rates. The main focus of redress funding

has therefore been on student finaricial aid. The National Student Financial Aid Scheme (NSFAS) was
established in 1996 and converted into a statutory agency in 2000. Since 1994, government has allocated in

excess of R2 bilion to student financial aid through this mechanism. Government is justifiably proud of the

success af this redress initiative. 80 O00 students fram poor families are receiving bursaries or loans at

extremely favourable rates. Allocation in the current year amounts to R6OO-m, which comprises @ budgeted
amount of R440-m and a further R1i60-m in ican recovery ~- a very encouraging development. This will have

a huge imoact on enabling larger number of financially disadvantaged students access into the system.

However, finance stil remains an obstacle to student access and success and to institutional sustainability.

The fee debt continues to rise in many institutions desoite concerted effarts ta contain this. While

considerable progress has been made, the challenge is to expand the scheme to meet the needs of thase

Stil ourside ifs ambit.

Conclusion

To achieve the various doals outlined above for the transformation of higher education, government and

higher education institutions are faced with a number of formidable implementation challenges. Central

among these is generating the required capacities and resources at the national, regional and institutional

levels to implement the planning and manage the change process. Both the government and institutional
leaders currently face a formidable array of simultaneous challenges in the context of a rapidly changing

dlobal and nigher educational environment. Without muliple initiatives to bulid the required capacity,
imolementation will remain patchy.

Through the planning orecess, an ongoing challenge wil be to ensure that the diverse range of relevant

programmes and knowledge are provided to cater for labour market and development needs. Within this,

the role of the Higher Education Quality Committee is significant in develocing a quality assurance systern
appropriate fo Our needs and conditions.

Reducing the deeply embedded race, gender, dass and institutional inequities which stil characterise our

higher education system remains a constant challenge. Here, we will need to qo beyond the ‘numbers game’
of merely opening formal access for disadvantaged groups into a static system and set of institutional

cultures. This only sets oeanle up for failure. We wil have to ensure that their successful advancement in

the system is ensured through institutional transformation to accommodate and adapt to different identities,
needs and experiences in the academy. Likewise, as institutions reposition themselves within the new

landscape and the differentiated range of missions and functions, they will need to transform the restrictive
aspects of their historical institutional cultures to meet the challenges of effectively and efficiently fulfilling

their stated purposes.

LA

We are confident that, given the comprehensiveness of the National Plan for Higher Education and the

generally high levels of consensual respanse to it among role-players, that its stated goals, strategic



objectives and outcomes can be reached within the specified timeframes and these various challenges can
be met.

5. Innovation and change in education: implementing the Human Resources Development

Strategy of South Africa

“Our people, with their aspirations and collective determination, are our most important resources. The

Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) is focused on our people’s most immediate needs, andit
relies, in turn, on their energies to drive the process of meeting these needs. Developmentis not about the

delivery of goods to a passive citizenry. It is about active involvement and growing empowerment.”

(Reconstruction and Development Programme)

In April this year, the Ministries of Education and of Labour jointly launched the Human Resource

Development Strategy for South Africa: A Nation at Work for a Better Life for Al. The strategy is

underpinned by a set of institutional arrangements, including Sector Education and Training Authorities

(SETAS), and the general reshaping of further and higher education to meet our human resources

developmentgoals.

Since 1994, the government has done a tremendous amountto alleviate poverty and promote growthin the

economy. Over 1 million houses have been built, clean water has been supplied to 6.5 million people, and

nearly 400 000 electricity connections were made in 2000 alone. Yet, there is still an enormous amount of

work to do. If we are to ensure that the basic needs of our citizens can be met, we need a more robust

social and physical infrastructure. The capabilities of our people are a limiting factor in the attainment of

socio-economic development. To realise their potential, citizens need knowledge, skills and democratic
values, and they also need opportunities in which to apply them. Millions of South Africans have skilled

labour to sell, but they are unemployed because there are not enough jobs, and their skills do not match the
demands of the labour market or the new economy.

Our national Human Resources Development (HRD) strategy provides the framework within various levels of

government, local, provincial and national, will work together with education institutions, business and

organised labour to provide opportunities for human development. It also provides the basis for ensuring

that our people who were disadvantaged in the past are put at the front of the queue in terms of the

identified national priorities. The scale of our task is daunting. South Africa’s life expectancy is currently 54.7
years, but this is expected to drop to 47 years because of poverty and disease, particularly AIDS. Poverty-

related health issues have a negative effect on education and on the workforce and population in general.

Anotherissue that severely limits our HRD efforts is income inequality. Between 1975 and 1991, the income

of the poorest 60% of the population dropped by about 35%. By 1996, the gulf between rich and poor had
grown even larger. Extreme income inequality limits the ability of individuals, households and the

government to finance education and training and the development of skills that are critical to improved

participation in the labour market and, consequently, to improved income. Social equity is also an HRD

indicator. Blacks and womenare still under-represented in the top occupations in this country and over-

represented in the low-level occupations. An especially worrying concern to the Education Ministry is to

redress the inequalities in the composition of staff and students in education and training institutions.



Vision, mission and objectives of the strategy

The overall vision of the HRD strategy is “A nation at work for a betterlife for all.” Its key mission is: “To

maximise the potential of people in South Africa, through the acquisition of knowledge and skills, to work

productively and competitively in order to achieve a rising quality of life for all, and to set in place an

operational plan, together with the necessary institutional arrangements, to achieve this.”

In the national strategy, we set very ambitious goals for ourselves, which include improving the social

infrastructure of the country, reducing disparities in wealth and poverty, developing a more inclusive society,
and improving our position on the international competitivenesstable.

To accomplish these goals, we have to have effective co-ordination between key HRDpillars:

- A solid basic foundation, which includes Early Childhood Development (ECD), general education, and

adult education and training, all of which are keypriorities of the Education Ministry.

- A supply of skills from the further and higher education bands of the NQF which anticipate and

respond to specific skills needs in society, through state and private sector participation in lifelong

learning.

- An articulated demand for skills, generated by the needs of the public and private sectors, and the

development of small business; and

- A research and innovation sector which supports industrial and employment growthpolicies.

The strategy will ensure integrated HRD planning and implementation, monitored on a national, regional and

sectoral level, with progress measured against approvedindicators.

Some of the key challenges that we address in this strategy are to improve the foundations forlife and
work, namely early childhood development, general school education and adult literacy and skills

development. The transition from school to work is made extremely difficult by our poor matric results. Only
14%of those who wrote the Senior Certificate Examination (SCE) in 2000 passed with an exemption making

them eligible for entry into higher learning. In addition, of the 12.5% who received an exemption in

1998/99, only 61%entered higher education institutions immediately after matriculating. There is no data
on where the remaining students went, something that we will study further. The most devastating impact

of the matric system is that approximately 250 000 students annually are considered failures because they

failed to pass matric, even though they have completed 12 years of continuous schooling. The labour market
currently places no value on these learning achievements. It is this dysfunctionality that our national HRD

and FET continue to seek to remedy.



Another of the strategy’s objectives is improving the supply of high-quality skills, particularly scarce skills.

There has been a gradual shift in enrolments in higher education institutions away from the humanities to

business/commerce and, to a much lesser extent, to science, engineering and technology (SET). These

moves are in the right direction, but we still need to increase the number of SET graduatessignificantly to
meet national priorities. Another challenge for us is to get more older working students to come back to

higher education institutions to update their skills. We have to expand our post-school education and

training system, if we are to adapt successfully to the needs of adult and lifelong education. We also have

to improve our higher education and training participation, success and retention rates. The rapid rate of
growth in enrolments in the early 1990s began to level off by the late 1990s. Another major challenge for us

is how to stem the migration of skilled labour. The loss of skilled labour between 1991 and 1997 resulted in
a shift from a net gain of economically active persons to a netloss.

A target area of the strategy is to increase employerparticipation in lifelong learning. According to the 1995

October Household Survey,a total of 1.7 million economically active people were employed in productive

activities in the informal sector in 1995. The Reserve Bank estimates that the informal sector accounts for

7% of South Africa’s gross domestic product and 18% of employment. 80% of the informal sector workers
are Africans and 60% are women. There are over 300 000 formal and informal SMMEsin South Africa. Our

key challenge, therefore, is to enhance the employment-creating potential of SMMEs, through the
developmentofskills. In this regard, SETAswill play a key role in assisting with the provision of training,

accreditation and the quality assuranceofskills.

In conclusion, the HRD strategy is a joint and co-operative strategy, which involves Cabinet, the

Departments of Labour, Education, Public Service and Administration and Arts, Culture, Science and
Technology. In addition, we have commissioned the Human Sciences Research Council (HSRC) to collect

data on all the approved indicators at least annually, including the development of synopses and analysis of

the data.

The benefits to the country from the successful implementation of this strategy over the next 5 to 10 years
will be significant. Primarily, the integration of different government policies (which would be implemented

separately in the absence of a joint HRD strategy), will help us to increase economic growth and
employment, improve the standard ofliving for all, broaden participation in the labour market, and produce

a more educated and trained citizenry.

6. HIV/AIDS

We must deal urgently andpurposefully with the HIV/AIDS emergency in and through the education

and training system. This is the priority that underlies all priorities, for unless we succeed, we face a

future full ofsuffering and loss, with untold consequences for our communities and the education

institutions that serve them. The Ministry ofEducation will work alongside the Ministry ofHealth to

ensure that the national education system plays its part to stem the epidemic, and to ensure that
the rights ofall persons infected with the HIV/AIDS virus are fully protected (Minister of Education

Kader Asmal, July, 1999).



In this section of the paper, we briefly consider the size of the HIV/AIDS pandemic in our country, and ifs

specific impact on the educational sector, We then consider our efforts, at national and departmental levels,

to address the pandemic.

& recent report released by UNATDS (2000) suggests that South Africa has the fastest growing HIV/AIDS

epidemic in the weorid, with more peoole infected than in any other country in the world. The report

estimates that over four million South Africans (about one in every eight adults} are HIV positive. Prevalence

rates are highest among young people, especially teenage giris. While the methodology of these estimates is
stil being scrutinised, there is na question that HIV/AIDS renresents a massive pandemic in Gur country.

Several agencies have used current estimates on prevalence and disease progression to make future

projections about HIV/AIDS. While these orojections should be treated with some caution, they paint a
devastating picture, and draw attention to critical challenges facing us in education such as child morbidity

and mortality rates, orohanheood rates and the level of children in distress as a result of HIV/AIDS, and the

different stages of development of the disease.

Recent studies by the Department of Health indicates that between 1998 and 199%, for the first time, the

estimated increase in HIV prevalence was not exponential as if was between 19960 and 1998, This pattern
suggests that the pandemic has reached some kind of plateau and has entered a period of stabilisation after

a decade of rapid spread, reflecting an eoidemiological profile similar to those of Uganda and Thailand. But,
let us turn specifically to the impact of the pandemic on education.

Enrolments: declining and changing demand for education

Currently, 10 statistics are available with which to accurately estimate the direct and indirect consequences

of HIV/AIDS on school attendance. However, we know that drop-out rates due to poverty, iliness, lack of

motivation and trauma are likely to increase, Absenteeism among children who are care-givers or heads of

households, those wha help to supplement farndy income, and those wha are ul, is bound to rise.

HIV/AIDS is likely to slow population growth rates and alter the structure of the population. As the

proportion of potential parents (20-40 years) declines, numbers of orphaned children increase and poverty

deepens, schacl enrolment rates will decline and drop-out rates will rise. There may be negative schoal

population Growth in places.

There may be an increased demand among sick barents for early childhood education, and an increase in

pre-schoci intake, There may de greater demand for second-chance education by learners returning to
education after an absence from the system, or for more flexible learning opportunities for those who are il,

care-givers, or wage-earriers, On the other hand, these demands may be offset by fewer births and more

deaths of under-fives, and the fact that families will have less disposable income for schoo! fees, voluntary



funds, transport costs and uniforms. We are currently undertaking an impact study to better anticipate the

Supply and demand implications of the pandemic.

Educators: raducing supply and quality of education

Available figures suggest that of all educators, teachers are the most af risk, since they are educated, mobile

and relatively affluent. The impact of HIV/AIDS on all educators is profound. Same will be HL absent, and

dying. Many others will be preoccupied with family crises. As professionals, educators will often be required
to take on responsibility for orphans within the extended family.

Job mobility among educators is likely to increase as a result of the oandemic. Analysts suqgest that for

every teacher leaving education (due to mortality, morbidity, better job opportunities}, approximately 2.6

educators would have to be trained to keep up with demand. Even then, educater:ouoll ratios are expected
to reach 1:50 by 2006. This would threaten the qains made in terms of educator: pupil ratios since 1994,

However, the supoly-demand equation is complicated. Teacher recruitment targets may be lower than at

present if enrolments decline or do not grow as expected. Given the uncertainty about likely levels of chronic

rnorbicty, mortality and other types of ‘wastage’, it is very difficult to make teacher requirement orojections
with any dearee of confidence on the basis of current data.

Fducational management capacity is fragile at national, provincial and district levels. Provincial and district

administrations find it difficult te attract skilled personnel. At school level, many orincipals have not yet

received sufficient support or training to enable them to be creative about local management of education.

The situation wil only become worse as the pandemic takes hold,

AS well as managers, the system wil lose experienced teacher mentors and teacher educators in universities

and colleges whose career experience cannot be replaced. Younger and less-experienced educators will

invariably take their place, but this may impact on the quality of teacher education.

The role of the education sector

Tr the early days of the epidemic, the issues associated with HIV/AIDS were discussed largely in health

terms. This has shifted dramatically over the past several years as the pandemic is framed in the context of

its holistic social impact. Our growing understanding of the complex social drivers of the spread of the

disease has increasingly placed the Department of Education as a central player in addressing the oandemic.

Tr July 1999, the Minister of Education identified nine strategic priorities for educational development. One

of the nine was the HIV/AIDS pandemic.



This oriority has deen operationalised into three orogrammiatic objectives in the 7iisana implementation

plan. Each is linked to anticipated outcomes and performance indicators. The three programmes outlined

are:

Awareness, information and advocacy,

HIV/AIDS within the curriculum, and

Hanning for HIV/AIDS and the education systern.

Specific activities include:

The Ministry's policy on HIV/AIDSfor learners and educators has been converted into an accessible

boaklet aimed at educators, schoc! governing bodies and district officials. One millian copies in a variety

of official janquages were distributed nation-wide in February 2000, with @ back-up communication

campaign on radio and in print media.

A large part of the special allocation set aside by Cabinet for the prevention of the spread of the

disease, oroviding treatment, care and support, supporting research, monitoring and surveillance, and
protecting human and legal rights, will be utilised by the Department of Education to rapidly expand the

reach of its Life Skils/HIV/AIDS programme to at least cne third of all primary and high schools. Some

of these funds have been allocated to provincial departments of education to each apoaint two
HIV/AIDS contract officiais - posts which have been filed -for three years. Each provincial department

is required to designate an HIV/AIDS programme manager, as weil as a working group to implement,

monitor and evaluate the programme and to advise managernent regarding orogramme implementation

and progress.

The completion of a collaborative HIV/AIDS impact assessment stucy on the education sector, with

subpert from USAID, under an agreement with the Deoartment of Health. In this study the effects of

the epidemic on morbidity and mortality among learners and educators are assessed, and the
implications for the demand, supply and quality of education, management, teaching and social support

services. Learner projections have been campleted and wark is now underway on staff projections.

Conclusion

Beyond the enormous suffering ofindividuals and families, South Africans are beginning to

understand the cost in every sphere afsociety. observing with growing dismay the anpactforkHEY]

on the efforts ofour new democracy to achieve the goals ofreconstruction and deverooment... Ail

sectors and alf soheres ofsociety have to be involved as equal partners, We have tojoin hands to

develop progranumes andshare information and research that will halt the spread ofthis disease
and heip devetoo support networks for those that are affected...

(Nelson Mandela, addressing the World Economic Forum, 1997).

Phe fight against HIV/AIDS cannot be separated from aur larger reconstruction and develagment project.

Over the past decade we have come increasingly to understand the magnitude and nature of the HIV/AIDS

pandemic in our country. The implications of the pandemic are overwhelming, However, we remain

committed to addressing the impact of HIV/AIDS with both determination and compassion. We remain

committed to learning about the pandemic, and finding strategies to address its impact and spread. The



‘HIV/AIDS/STD Strategic Plan for South Africa, 2000-2005’, and the ‘National Integrated Plan for Children

Infected and Affected by HIV/AIDS’ provide the basis for an integrated national approach to the pandemic.
The focus on HIV/AIDSin the 7irisano Implementation Plan, including a focus on awareness, information,

life-skills, and support, represents the effort on the part of the Department of Education to respond

purposefully to the crisis. The success of our reconstruction and development project largely depends upon
our continued innovation and determination in this area.

The implementation of an AIDS strategy in education continues to face specific challenges. Amongst these

are that cultural and religious communities are still against the teaching of sex education in schools.

Provincial education authorities have cited the very specific problems which relate to planning when accurate

statistical projections are not available, and the need to expand guidance and special education services so

that, when the need arises, relevant counselling and education support may be provided to both infected

and affected teachers and learners. In all the provinces, there is a shortage of trained personnel to handle
the teaching oflife-skills; moreover, only learners who are following C2005 receivelife-skills training. While

enormousstrides have been made in awareness of AIDS, there have beenlittle evidence of concomitant
behavioural changes, and this continues to constitute a major challenge. Moreover, counselling and training

directed to educators as AIDS carriers is receiving urgent attention.

7. Partnerships and international relations

Central to our policy framework is the contention that a high quality education sector cannot be built by

government alone, but depends upon creative and dynamic partnerships between the public sector, civil

society and international partners. Several working partnerships have been consolidated; many more

continue to be built, as the capacities of various sectors to contribute to educational development are better

understood.

Our most important social partners are the teacher unions. The majority of educators are organised

into three teacher unions. A labour-relations framework has been jointly agreed to by the Education

Ministry and the teacher unions. This encompasses both traditional areas of negotiation and issues of

professional concern, including pedagogy and quality improvementstrategies.

NGOs in the field of education and training provision are extremely heterogeneous. Historically
organised largely within the broader social movements, they played an important role in challenging the

apartheid state around issues of transformation, including in the field of education. Many have operated

most effectively at the community level. The NGO sector has undergone a massive process of
reorganisation since 1994, when many of its leaders moved into the public sector and funds were

increasingly channelled away from NGO's to support government more directly. The current NGO sector

is emerging as an important partner in educational transformation, and is often a source of creativity

and innovation. We are working with NGOs and the private sector to expand working relationships,

particularly in the areas of educator training, school improvement, ABET, ECD and FET, as well as

evaluation, research, and monitoring. The private sector in particular is increasingly engaging in the

provision of basic education by funding FET initiatives, building schools in needy communities, and
supporting the provision of teaching and learning equipment.

Several partnerships have been consolidated, providing working models of educational transformation
through public-private partnerships. The Business Trust, a partnership between business and

government, implemented in education through three NGOs over five years, namely READ in 1 200

primary schools, the Joint Education Trust in 600 high schools, and the National Business Initiative-



Colleges Collaboration Fund in all 152 technical colleges is a significant example of important working

partnerships. More and more commonly, committed private sector entities will provide financial support
to NGO projects prioritised by the public sector. The success of key national initiatives (including the

National Literacy Initiative) will largely rely on the partnerships of the private and NGO sectors.

The international community has played an important role in working with the Department of

Education to contribute to education transformation. The Department of Education co-operates with the

United Nations system and with numerous donors to improve access to basic, further and higher

education. Development co-operation partners such as DANIDA, USAID, SIDA, CIDA, DfID (UK), the

Netherlands, Belgium, IrishAid, the Finnish government, and the European Union, have been

instrumental in the provision of technical and financial assistance to the national and provincial

departments of education. The Ministry has also played a leading role in the development of a Southern
African Development co-operation protocol, and participates in the Education for All (EFA) initiative. It

has a strong collaborative relationship with the UNESCO office. A key initiative in this regard was the

undertaking from the UNESCO Conference of African Ministers of Education (MINEDAF) (in 1998) to

open access to South Africa’s higher education institutions to exchange scholars and postgraduate
students from the African Continent.

8. Building an education and training system for the 21* century: Future challenges

Many of South Africa’s challenges are rooted in our troubled past. Since 1994, the provision of a single,
equitable system of quality education within a system oflifelong learning has been a central priority for the

government. The nature of this provision, in the context of wider demands onthe fiscus, the situation we

inherited and practical requirements of implementation, continues to demand debate and innovation.

Between 1994 to 2001, our education transformation strategy has evolved and matured, from an initial focus
on policy development, to systemic and nowinstitutional reform and implementation.

The fierce racism and inequities of our past remain deep in the minds of our people, and our educational

institutions. President Mbeki recently articulated the issue. While we celebrate the miracles of reconciliation

that characterised the close of the century, the fight against racism — intellectual as well as structural — must
continue. We live in one nation, but still occupy parallel worlds. Rebuilding our sense of history and

developing local languages and multi-lingualism are necessary to reclaim our identity and create a social

context for celebrating the values in our Constitution. The challenge is complex, shaping and shaped by
education.

Creation of a high quality education system, characterised by accountability, transparency, and efficiency,

continues to be a major focus. We will continue to strengthen national and provincial systems on the basis of
outcomes, performance and professionalism. We are building a culture and ethos in which passivity gives

way to active engagement and a sense of purpose, empathy, pride, and achievement. Our approach is

framed by both accountability and support. The Batho-Pele Strategy, the Public Finance Management Act

and the Public Service Act and its associated regulations, have been important guides. The development of
knowledge, information, planning and monitoring systems, including the education management information

system, is also important. We will extend and build on progress already made.



The manifoid demands for resources, each with proper claims for priority, continue to challenge us, in the

context of affordability. Budgets must be credible, valid, and reliable, directed towards redress and equity.

Our discussions will continue with the National Treasury and the Financial and Fiscal Cormmission about how

to achieve greater poverty targeting in future budgets to schools. As will our discussions on allocations to
early childhood education, special needs and adult education. We are targeting cur spending to particular

programmes and the most marginalised and ooor sections of our community, seeking to use resources

wisely and efficiently. We are deeply aware of our responsibilities in buliding an education and training

system for the 21° century that helps break the cycle of poverty that continues to trap many in our nation.

We have laid a foundation, and will build on it.

Effective government spending must be comolimented by innovative oartnerships with NGOs, the orivate

sector and the international community, narnessing the potential for complementary actions. A closely
related challenge is to mobilise an active citizenry and widen the participation of civil society. We are actively

taking on this challenge through school governing bodies and governing councils of colleges, universities and

technikons, and through school learner representative counciis and student representative councils of

colleges, universities and technikons, Social mobilisation and participation are areas requiring more effort. At

the government ievel, strengthening co-operation between and across national and provincial departments,

is vital. Stonificant strides have been made through shifts from legislative orescription to greater institutional

co-ordination,

Functional and high performing schools and colleges are pivotal in providing nign quality education for all.

We continue to face severe challenges in the area cf basic school performance, especially in schools and

institutions serving our nakion’s poor. We have taken major steps in the in-service education of school

management teams, including cilot aoproaches to school evaluation and quality assurance.

We wil therefore:

Focus our energies on equitable provision of textbooks, stationery, electricity, running water,

bulldings and staff.

Target specific inequities, focusing on the poor, adult learners without functional lteracy and

numeracy skills, women and girls, and those who have special needs.

Continue to develop programmes in areas of national need, such as science, maths and technology.

Given the orofound reiationshins between poverty and educational outcomes, our challenge will continue

to be to understand and address the specific contexts of rural and urban poverty.

Effective education requires a dedicated professional cormmunity of educators. This entails a re-conception of

what if means to be an educator and a massive investment in teacher development. As we outlined earlier,

tris is already underway through the National Professional Diploma in Education, focusing on under-quaiified

educators, and the upgrading of maths and science educators. Educators must be deveined as facilitators
of knowledge, as managers of innovation and group engagement, as community leaders, and as lifelong

learners, Other initiatives in this area have begun, including developmental aporaisals, and a programme of
rational teacher recognition awards. Together with teacher organisations, we are in the process of building a

labour relations framework that encompasses the professional issues of pedagogy and quality outcomes.

Gur commitment to enhancing Hfe ooportunities for our people requires the strengthening of the further

education and the training sectar. We are in a pasition to intensify cur efforts in the further education and



adult education bands. We will continue to approach in innovahive ways the development of vocational and
technical skits, service and manaqerial skills and entrepreneurial skills, We will aiso continue to bring to life a

system af flexible and lifelong learning. We will find ways of merging the goals of social develcoment and

South African identity with those of economic competitiveness in the global context. The solution is not

simply one of knowledge and skills, out of values, attitudes and our visian of South Africa as a nation,

Higher Education is critical in this development. its role is to strengthen the intellectual flore of our nation, in

relation to economic development, and in relation to social, political and cultural life. The domains are

critical, and they are not mutually exclusive. Together they imply a special character of intellectuals, linking

theory to practice and context, engaged rather than isolated from the outside world, and committed to
building a humane society based on compassion and quality oflife.

Tn all parts of the education system, we will continue developing robust quality assurance systems, including

systemic evaluation against national benchmarks, and regular whole school evaluations. Our commitment to

outcomes-based approaches within the context of quiding frameworks for processes and inputs, is already
established, We have alse recognised the importance of linking accountability measures to formative

development, organisational improvement, leadership and learning. These systems will continue to require

focused efforts. The increased financial allocation to planning, monitoring and evaluation systems is but one
example of Gur Seriousness in this regard.

We have come a iong way since 1994. Our achievements are the more remarkable given cur inherited

financial, structural and human capacities. We began by creating policy frameworks, anc regulatory and

procedural mechanisms to realise the educational ideals we imagined in the dark days of apartheid. From

1999, we began a conscious process of targeted actions focused on the implementation. This is an ongoing
and recursive process. The challenge that we face is to deepen our efforts at the levels that matter most, in

educational institutions and amongst learners. We have the courage to review and strengthen our policy

Frameworks as necessary. We will continue to institutionalise our gains whist ensuring that they remain

flexiole and functional. We set an ambitious task, have made significant progress, learnt a great deal, and

remain committed to and optimistic about the goals we nave set.
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